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ABSTRACT
Hazardous materials handling involves the use of robotics 
manipulators, which are controlled by operators outside a 
sealed environment. The operator's reduced vision and 
decreased dexterity causes slower job performance and fatigue, 
which ultimately leads to mistakes. These mistakes can be 
dangerous, expensive, and time consuming to clean up. Thus, 
the goal of this thesis is to lay the foundation for a safety 
system that could be implemented in the Waste Isolation Pilot 
Plant (WIPP) at Argonne National Labs West (ANLW). The safety 
system should both reduce operator error and prevent costly 
mistakes.
The system consists of a computer and accompanying 
software placed between the control unit and the remote 
manipulator. The computer checks for collisions with the 
workcell and other objects defined in the computer model. If 
no collisions are predicted, normal inaster/slave operation 
continues; otherwise, the computer takes control until the 
operator guides the manipulator to a safe position.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The Robot Institute of America defines a robot as "a re­
programmable multi functional manipulator designed to move 
materials, parts, tools, or specialized devices, through 
variable programmed motions for the performance of a variety 
of tasks". The following section explains some of the terms 
and conventions used when dealing with robots.
Robot manipulators are composed of a series of ridged 
links connected by joints. Each joint can be revolute (hinge­
like) or prismatic (translational). By controlling the 
rotation or translation of each joint, the position of the 
links and end effector can be controlled. To allow for 
maximum positioning and orientational freedom, a manipulator 
should possess at least six independent degrees of freedom 
(DOF). There is one DOF for each joint on the manipulator. 
A typical configuration uses three independent joints for 
positioning the manipulator at any location in the work space. 
Three more independent joints usually form a spherical wrist 
which allows all possible orientations of the end effector.
Extra joints and links can be added to retain full freedom 
while reaching around obstacles, however, the complexity of 
the system is greatly increased.
1.1 Master/Slave Concepts
The master-slave configuration is common in many types of 
hazardous material handling because the workers must be 
separated from the material being handled. As far back as the 
1940s, National Labs such as Oak Ridge and Argonne were 
developing remote manipulators of the inaster/slave type for 
handling radioactive material. Although today's systems use 
electronic sensors and wires in place of many of the old 
mechanical sensors and hydraulic lines, the concept remains 
the same. The remote manipulator, referred to as the slave, 
should follow the movements of the control unit, referred to 
as the master.
The master has two main functions. One function is to 
accept information from the user. This is done through a joy­
stick type control mechanism, usually a miniature of the 
remote manipulator. The second function is to process the 
input data and transmit it to the slave using the proper 
protocol. The function of the slave is to receive the data 
and produce the control signals necessary to mimic the 
movements of the master. In most situations, the slave is 
also responsible for transmitting the status of the 
manipulator back to the master.
1.2 Schilling Titan-7F
The remote manipulator used was the Schilling Development 
Titan-7F. The Titan-7F is a high velocity, compact and 
lightweight, spatially correspondent manipulator system 
specifically designed for remote manipulation. It has six DOF 
plus a grip and is controlled by a master controller. 
Operator movements introduced at the master control arm are 
duplicated by the slave arm while maintaining the spatial 
correspondence between master and slave. The master and slave 
arms are shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2 Titan-7F Manipulator System
Both master and slave use potentiometers (pots) at each 
joint to produce an angle-dependent voltage for each of the 
six DOF plus the gripper. Joint position information is 
digitized by 12 bit analog to digital converters (ADCs) in 
each of the respective control units. The master and slave 
communicate this and other information via a 19.2K baud half- 
duplex RS422 serial link. New position information received 
by the slave is compared to the current joint positions and 
the difference multiplied by each joint's proportional gain. 
This error information is sent to 12 bit digital to analog 
converters (DACs), where it is converted into signals capable 
of driving the hydraulic solenoid valves used to control each 
joint.
1.3 Waste Handling Issues
The WIPP cell for which the collision avoidance system 
was originally designed is just one of five rooms in the Waste 
Characterization Area (WCA) at ANLW (see Figure 1.3). In the 
WCA, 55 gallon drums of contact handled transuranic (CH-TRU) 
mixed waste are characterized and repackaged. 
Characterization consists of a visual examination of solid 
waste and drum head space and collection and analysis of inner 
bag gas samples. These functions are accomplished using two 
Titan-7F manipulators and a 15001b articulating jib crane.
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Figure 1.3 WIPP Waste Characterization Area
Viewing windows provided for the operators consist of 
three separate panes of glass and are over 10 inches thick. 
The thick glass makes off axis viewing increasingly difficult. 
In the past operators have broken the inner pane of glass 
because the manipulators position was misjudged. Although the 
inner pane is designed to be replaced renotelv, it was a time 
consuming event which could have seen avoided using the 
proposed safety system.
1.4 Thesis Overview
The crux of all the research, design, and testing 
involved in this thesis is foun'd in chapters 2 - 4 .  Chapter 
2 deals with the equipment (hardware and software), used 
during development of the watchdog system. This equipment 
includes processor boards, CAD packages, and operating 
systems. Chapter 3 discusses an earlier analog control method 
developed for the manipulator. This system created an 
interface between the manipulator and the computer allowing 
the computer (digital) to control the manipulator (analog). 
Chapter 4 addresses the final all-digital version of the 
watchdog system. The system intercepts and relays the digital 
communication between the master and slave control units. 
This system is transparent to the user during normal 
operation; only when the manipulator is commanded into an 
exclusion zone does the computer intervene to avoid a 
collision. A teach and learn capability was designed into the 
system to aid the operator with repetitive tasks. This 
chapter also deals with interfacing the Titan-7F manipulator, 
VME CPU boards, SGI workstation, and Telegrip robotics 
modeling package.
Chapter 2
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
The watchdog system uses a robotics modeling package 
(Telegrip) to calculate the current manipulator position from 
commands received from the master controller. If the
simulation predicts a collision will occur Telegrip takes 
control of the manipulator, freezing it until the operator 
guides the manipulator to a safe position. Telegrip receives 
manipulator position information from a Force CPU board via 
the network (see Figure 2b). The Force board (Forcel) 
receives the position information from the master and slave 
control units through the com ports. In this manner the 
master and slave exchange information through Forcel, allowing 
communications between the two to be controlled as needed. 
The configuration using simulators in place of master and 
slave controllers is described in Section 4.1 and shown in 
Figure 2a.
The operation of this system requires two Force CPU 
boards (at least one of which is connected to the network). 
These Force boards must use the VxWorks operating system and
Setup using PC as Master and Force2 as Slave
VME Chassis with 3 CPU’s
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Figure 2a Setup used to test watchdog controller (master and slave simulators)
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Figure 2b Final version o f the watchdog controller
be installed in a VME chassis to allow board to board 
communications. An SGI Indy or other comparable work station 
is needed for software development and to run the robotics 
modeling package (Telegrip). The work station must also be on 
the network for file transfers between itself and the Force 
boards. A detailed description of how each component was used 
follows.
2.1 VME Boards
Three CPU boards made by Force Computer Inc. are housed 
in a 20 slot VME chassis which allows for future expansion. 
The three CPU boards, located in slots one, two, and three, 
are all 25Mhz, 68030-based processors with 68882 enhanced 
floating point coprocessors. Hereafter they will be referred 
to as Forcel, Force2 and Force3, the numbers designating which 
slot they occupy. Forcel is a CPU - 3 0 ZBE with 4Mbytes of 
shared memory, three multi-protocol serial I/O ports, and a 
LAN controller with an AUI Ethernet connection. Force2 and 
Force3 are CPU-33B/4s each with 1Mbyte of shared memory and 
two multi-protocol serial I/O ports. Board-to-board
communications are handled through the backplane in the VME 
chassis.
2.2 VxWorks
VxWorks is a high-performance real-time operating system. 
The system comes with a UNIX cross development package
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allowing for software development on a UNIX host while running 
and debugging the code on the target CPU, in this case Forcel, 
Force2 and Force3. VxWorks allows multitasking with 
preemptive priority scheduling. It also has many network 
facilities allowing transparent access to other VxWorks and 
UNIX systems and has I/O drivers for serial communication.
2.3 Connection Through the Internet
The network connections between the Force boards and the 
SGI Indy is a vital link in this system. Upon power up, each 
of the Force boards, in turn, loads the VxWorks operating 
system from the Indy via the network. In fact, all 
communication between the Force boards and the Indy is via the 
network.
Each Force board has its own internet address stored in 
the Non-Volatile RAM (NV-RAM) on each board. The NV-RAM holds 
other vital information such as the name and network address 
of the host machine and the location of the directory which 
contains the boot files. Additionally, the NV-RAM holds the 
gateway information needed by Force2 and Force3. Note that 
Force2 and Force3 do not connect directly to the network and 
must communicate through the backplane to Forcel and from 
Forcel out to the network. A network wiring diagram is shown 
in Appendix I. The NV-RAM on each board was programmed 
individually through the comports before the operating system
11
could be loaded into the RAM. A listing of each boards NV-RAM 
boot parameters is shown in Appendix II.
Communication between individual Force boards is very 
fast because the backplane is used to transfer data. 
Communication between the Force boards and the Indy is slower, 
the speed being limited by the amount of traffic on the 
network. For real time operations where the time lag between 
operator movements and slave response must be kept to a 
minimum, the network should be isolated (ie: no other traffic 
on the net). A busy net can introduce time lags of a second 
or more between transmission of a position packet and 
reception of collision status.
2.4 Telegrip
The Telegrip software package developed by Deneb Robotics 
Inc. models and simulates robotics components and motions. 
Telegrip has CAD capabilities that allow one to create the 
various parts of the robot. These parts are formed from 
lines, polygons, arcs, etc. or can be made from built-in 
geometries such as blocks, cylinders, cones, etc. The parts 
are then combined to create devices which can be used in 
simulations or interactively moved about from the keyboard.
Telegrip uses Graphical Simulation Language (GSL) to 
allow external sources, such as the Force boards, to create 
and control the simulation process. GSL is a programming 
language similar to other high-level languages but with
additional commands for device motion and simulation. A few 
of the additional features include trajectory planning with 
fixed time, velocity, or acceleration limited point to point 
movements, and collision detection and avoidance routines. 
These routines can calculate minimum distances between objects 
and can detect whether a collision or near miss is occurring. 
These routines verify minimum distances between the proposed 
manipulator position and other objects defined in the 
workcell.
Telegrip also has drivers for socket communication 
between the simulation software and other programs running on 
the SGI. All information concerning collision status and 
proposed joint positions go through such a socket during 
normal operation of the safety system.
Chapter 3
ANALOG CONTROLLER INTERFACE
The goal of the 10 week stay at ANLW was to learn enough 
about the Titan-7F remote manipulator, Force processor boards, 
and VxWorks operating system to be able to control basic 
manipulator movements using a computer instead of being under 
direct operator control.
3.1 Hardware
The equipment used in this project had previously been 
purchased. It consisted of a VME chassis, ADC board, DAC 
board, three force processor boards with VxWorks, and an SGI 
Indy workstation with Telegrip, none of which had been used or 
tested.
The first step was to get the Force boards working. 
VxWorks boot EPROMs were installed in each of the Force 
boards, with Forcel jumpered as the Bus Master (slot 1) and 
Force2 and Force3 jumpered as secondary processors. Each 
board's NV-RAM was programmed individually with the 
information needed to communicate over the network. Once
13
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network communication with all three Force boards was 
verified, test programs were written to become familiar with 
VxWorks and the Force boards.
Next, the ADC and DAC needed configuration. The ADC, a 
VMIVME3118 by VME Microsystems International (VMIC), was 
jumpered to use the first 7 of the 64 channels as single-ended 
inputs for reading joint positions from the Titan-7F. Because 
the Titan-7F uses a +/-10V reference on all pots, the ADC was 
jumpered for a full scale input range of -/-10V with a gain of 
1 on the internal input amplifier. The ADC has 16 bit 
resolution and can digitize a block of 16 channels every 
308us, much faster than the 50hz update rate the manipulator 
experiences during normal operation.
The DAC used was a VMIVME4120, also by VMIC. Because the 
Titan-7F uses voltage controlled hydraulic solenoid valves 
with an input range of +/-10V on each joint, the DAC was 
jumpered for voltage rather than current output with a full 
scale output range of +/-10V. The DAC has 12 bit resolution 
and will settle to within 1 bit of the final value in 1.7ms, 
again much faster than the usual update rate. Simple test 
programs were written to test the ADC and DAC.
The Titan-7F manipulator required hardware which would 
interface the ADC and DAC to its wiring harness. This 
hardware was manufactured on site. Throughout the testing 
process, the master control unit was completely disconnected 
while the slave control unit only supplied the +/-10V
15
reference to the joint position pots on the manipulator. The 
manipulator, now solely controlled by the computer, functioned 
without its control unit.
3.2 Software
Sample code was written to test the ADC, DAC, shared 
memory interface, and keyboard input. Two different programs 
running on separate processors controlled the manipulator.
The first program, called "freeze", was in charge of 
keeping the manipulator in the desired position. It 
continuously scans the ADC, calculating current joint 
positions from digitized joint voltages. Each joint position 
is compared to the desired joint position; the difference 
between positions is multiplied by a scaling factor to provide 
joint error information. Each joint has a user-defined 
scaling factor to allow the fine tuning of the manipulator 
dynamics. Each joint error is then sent to a corresponding 
ADC channel to drive the hydraulic solenoid valves which 
control joint movement. The "freeze" program repeats this 
sequence of events indefinitely and as written is expected to 
run on Force3.
The other program, called "move", allows the user to 
change the desired joint positions in two ways. The first 
method is through direct key board entry. This program reads 
keys corresponding to particular joints, direction of 
rotation, and speed of movement. In this way, the manipulator
16
can be moved about from the keyboard. The second method is a 
teach and learn mode. In this mode, the user moves the arm 
from place to place saving joint positions at particular 
points along a path to disk. This file can then be read back 
and played in either forward or reverse and at different 
speeds. Thus the manipulator is able to retrace a learned 
path in either direction and at varying speeds. "Move", as 
written, is intended to run on Forcel.
Chapter 4
WATCHDOG CONTROLLER
The watchdog controller will be beneficial to the operator in 
two areas. First and foremost, it •.-.-ill reduce unintentional 
collisions in the work cell. This reduction will allow the 
operator to move the manipulator faster in open areas without 
fearing collisions caused by reduced visibility or slow 
personal reaction time. The second major benefit of the 
watchdog controller is its teach and learn capabilities. This 
feature allows the operator to record a series of movements 
and play back the recorded sequence when needed. By having 
the computer perform repetitive tasks, the operator is free to 
relax for a moment and is not constantly controlling the 
manipulator. This system should reduce unintentional 
collisions and operator fatigue and increase the speed and 
reliability of operations in the WIPP CELL.
4.1 Master Simulator (PC)
The Titan-7F master controller •.-.•as in use at Argonne 
National Labs West and unavailable for test purposes. 
Therefore, a program was written on the PC to simulate the
17
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master, thus allowing testing of the safety system routines 
and preventing the delay of the project. The simulation 
program, "comwstop", was written in C-+ and utilized the UART 
(Universal Asyncronous Receiver Transmitter) common to all 
PCs. Source code for "comwstop" is shown in Appendix III. 
After researching how UART's work and determining the control 
register layout, the com ports were set to run at 19.2K baud 
with one stop, one start, and even parity bit. Although the 
Titan-7F controllers use RS485 and the PC's com port is RS232, 
all simulation routines could still be tested. This is
because RS232 and RS422 have the same protocol, the only 
difference being the voltage levels used and whether they are 
single ended or differential.
"comwstop" first initializes all packets that will be 
sent with default values. It also initializes the comports 
and the display the user sees . The program continuously scans 
the keyboard, monitoring specific keys used to control
individual joint positions and joint status, frozen or 
unfrozen. The procedure "update" is used to read the keyboard 
and define the function of each key. Once a key is pressed,
the screen is updated with the new information using the
procedure "screen_dsply" . Each joint's name, position, and 
freeze status is displayed sequentially. When the desired 
joint positions have been entered, they can be encoded into 
the proper packet format and transmitted. The encoding and
19
transmission is somewhat complicated because of the lack of 
built in communications drivers.
Before any data can be transmitted from the PC it must 
first be encoded into a form which the Titan-7F controllers 
can understand. This means using packets. For example, to 
command the manipulator to a new position, a position packet 
is sent. A position packet is composed of a four byte header, 
which is common to all packets, followed by the seven joint 
positions encoded in "word 16" format. Word 16 format implies 
the representation of 16 bit numbers by two consecutive 8 bit 
numbers, low order byte first. Once the position data is in 
the proper format it is placed in a buffer to allow the 
checksum byte to be calculated. This byte is used to detect 
packet level errors during transmission (Note: the parity bit 
transmitted with each byte is used to detect byte level errors 
during transmission). The procedure "pos_pkt_calc" converts 
position data into word 16 format and loads the output buffer. 
It then calls the procedure "chksum" where the checksum byte 
is calculated and placed in the header to complete the packet. 
The Packet is transmitted out the com port once the user hits 
"t", for transmit. The function of each byte of each packet 
can be found in the Schilling document "Titan/Gamma 7F-RS422 
Communications Specifications". A short summary of this 
document is provided in Section 4.31-Packet Overview.
The ability to freeze joints was incorporated into the 
simulator program because it is an important function of the
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master. To freeze a particular joint, the user enters the 
joint number through the keyboard. When a number between 1-7 
inclusive is read, the "freeze" procedure is called. This 
procedure forms a parameter packet with the joint_freeze byte 
set such that the bit for the chosen joint is toggled to 
either freeze or active. A parameter packet is sent out the 
com port whenever a joint has its freeze status changed. When 
the slave receives a parameter packet it updates its position 
packet filter. This filter determines which joints get 
updated when a new position packet is received. If a joint is 
labeled as frozen, its previous value is kept and the new 
value in the position packet is discarded.
4.2 Slave Simulator (Force3)
As with the master controller, the slave controller 
could not be sent for testing, so a simulator was written to 
mimic the slave's response to the various packets. This 
program was written using VxWorks and runs on Force3. Figure 
2a shows the initial safety system using the simulators. This 
simulator, called "fake_slave", is able to decode an incoming 
packet from the master and transmit the correct packet back to 
the slave. For example, if the simulator received a position 
packet it would respond with an acknowledge packet. Source 
code for "fake_slave" is given in Appendix III. The simulator 
was kept simple because it would not be used in the final 
product and was only used for testing. This simplification
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meant that error codes for joint out of range and other error 
information was not included in the simulator. The absence of 
these codes did not limit testing because the safety system 
passes all information from the slave to the master without 
processing. Position packets; however, are used to update the 
manipulators current position in memory.
4.3 Master/Slave Communications
All communications between master and slave are done 
using packets. The master and slave control units communicate 
through a four wire interface, two wires for power (+/~ 
110VAC) and two for data (+/- RS485 Data). An interface box 
was designed to allow the master and slave to either 
communicate through Forcel or to bypass the safety system 
altogether. A wiring diagram for the interface box is given 
in Appendix II).
4.3.1 Packet Overview
Each packet begins with a four byte header consisting of 
length, checksum, type, and address. The length byte contains 
the length of the packet in bytes including the header. The 
checksum byte detects packet-level errors. This byte is 
designed so that when all bytes in the packet are summed, the 
sum divided by 256 has a remainder of zero. The type byte is 
used to determine the function of a packet. Each type of 
packet has a unique type byte. The address byte determines
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the destination of a packet when there is more than one 
possible destination (i.e., multiple slave units on a common 
serial link) .
Five types of packets are available: position, parameter, 
command, return, and acknowledge. A position packet 
originates from either master or slave and contains either a 
new position or a current position of the manipulator. 
Parameter packets originate from the master and provide for 
such things as range and slew rate variables, proportional 
gain adjustments, and joint freeze enable. Command packets 
also originate from the master and can be used to request the 
manipulator's current position in a position packet or request 
an acknowledge packet to verify communication. Acknowledge 
packets originate from” the slave and return range errors and 
telemetry status. Return packets also originate from the 
slave and currently are used only to return the slave software 
version number. A detailed description of packet format and 
function can be found in the Schilling document "Titan/Gamma 
7F - RS422 Communications Specification".
4.3.2 RS2 3 2/4 8 5 Conversion
In the construction of the interface box, common 
RS232/RS485 converters were used to simplify the design. 
These converters were made by Amplicon Liveline and sold by 
Texmate Inc (model 485, see Appendix II). They were jumpered 
for external power, half duplex, no terminating resistance,
and RTS (Request to Send) enable. External power was chosen 
because the com ports on Forcel could not reliably supply 
enough current to drive the master and slave lines which are 
terminated with 98 ohms. The converters can handle line 
resistances as low as 60 ohms, with the standard being a 120 
ohm termination at each end of the cable. Because of the low 
termination resistance, the converters' 120 ohm terminating 
resistor was not used. If reflections or excess noise appear, 
a slightly larger resistor can be substituted for the built in 
120 ohm terminating resistor. Half duplex was used because 
the master and slave communicate using the same differential 
pair for transmission and reception. RTS enable was chosen to 
minimize external wiring. Note: the IK ohm resistor connected 
from VDC to +Data is used to hold -Data approximately 0.2 5V 
above -Data when both transmitters on the same serial link are 
disabled. This connection keeps the output of the comparators 
in the stop bit state when unused and eliminates false 
triggering.
By changing jumper-field B16 and B20 on Forcel from pins 
2 & 15 shorted to pins 3 & 15 shorted a software controllable 
line is connected to the RTS output of ports 1 and 2 (see 
Appendix II). Each converter uses this line to enable its 
transmitter from tri-state to transmit when RTS is low. This 
enabling and disabling is necessary when the transmitter and 
receiver share the same differential pair.
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4.4 Code Running on Forcel (cpua.c)
The program "cpua.c" continuously monitors both ports, 
reading and relaying the received data with minimal delay. 
Source code for "cpua.c" is given in Appendix III. All data 
received at portl (from the master) is sent out port2 (to the 
slave) with only a one byte delay unless there is a collision 
or a pre-programmed path in progress. At the same time a byte 
is received it is written to shared memory where it can be 
read by CPUB. Likewise, all data received from the slave is 
sent to both master and shared memory with a one byte delay. 
Receiving the full packet for processing before retransmission 
would be too slow. However, by retransmitting as soon as 
possible, the update rate is maximized.
4.4.1 RS232/4 85 Driver Software
To initialize the com ports, "cpua.c" calls the procedure 
"portlnit". Ports 1 and 2 on Forcel are opened for reading 
and writing and set to 19.2K baud using VxWorks built-in 
drivers. To finish initializing the ports, the UART's channel 
mode register is programmed with the proper bit pattern in 
order to set the UART for asynchronous operation, eight data, 
one start, one stop, and one even parity bit. The output and 
miscellaneous registers are programmed to send OUT2 low, thus 
RTS goes high and initially disables the RS485 transmitter, as 
explained in the RS232/485 converter section.
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To transmit a packet RTS is sent low approximately 1ms 
before the first byte is sent from the port to ensure the 
transmitter is on and stable. After the packet is 
transmitted, another 1ms delay is imposed before RTS is 
returned to a high state. This ensures the last byte in the 
packet is not cut off when switching back to receive mode. 
The delays were created using FOR loops because the Indys 
system clock is only updated every 1/60 second.
4.4.2 Fake Slave Procedure
After receiving a position packet from the master, the 
manipulator's status is checked. If either a collision has 
occurred or a pre-programmed path is to be executed, normal 
communication between master and slave are cut off and the 
procedure "fake_slave" is called. This procedure sends 
packets to the master and slave, the contents of which are 
read from shared memory.
The packets are placed in shared memory by cpub.c, which 
runs on Force3. If a collision is occurring, the master 
packet is set to simulate the slave's response. The slave's 
packet is then set to the last position before the collision 
occurred. The manipulator freezes and keeps the master 
controller from timing out. Similarly, if a pre-programmed 
path is being executed, the master packet is set to simulate 
the slave's response as before: however, the slave's packets 
are set for positions along a specific path.
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4.4.3 Watchdog Timer
Using VxWorks drivers, a watchdog timer was created to 
monitor the time between successive byres received through the 
com ports. The master and the slave rransmit packets with no 
delay between bytes. More specifically, the stop bit of one 
character is immediately followed by rhe start bit of the next 
character. If the time between bytes exceeds a certain value, 
such as 1/6 of a second, a communications error is assumed to 
have occurred and the watchdog sets a global time-out flag for 
the port in error. The next time a byte is received at this 
port, its byte counter is reset because the counter assumes 
that the byte being received is the first of a new packet. 
The global time-out flag is also cleared and the watchdog 
begins timing again.
The watchdog system is necessary in the event that Forcel 
looses synchronization with either control unit. This could 
happen if either a bit error occurred in the length byte of a 
received packet or if a transient spike appeared on the 
communication lines. The master and slave work similarly by 
first discarding packets with errors and then checking for the 
beginning of a new packet assuming that 50ms elapses between 
successive bytes. If the master, during normal operation, 
does not get a response from the slave within 250ms, it will 
retransmit the last packet. If after 10 tries the proper 
response is not received, the master generates a 
FATAL_TELEMETRY error and must be reset.
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4.5 Code Running on Force3 (cpub.c)
The program "cpub.c" is the heart of the safety system. 
Source code for "cpub.c" is given in Appendix III. "cpub.c" 
controls when the master and slave communicate, monitors the 
keyboard, handles file access, and allows for storage and 
playback of pre-recorded sequences. However it does not 
directly calculate the collision and near miss status of the 
manipulator. This value is calculated by Telegrip and the 
results passed back via socket.
4.5.1 Key Board Monitoring and Teach and Learn Operation
The keyboard is continuously monitored by a task called 
"keybrd", which is spawned at the start of "cpub.c" and runs 
in the background. When a character is read, it is compared 
to a list of legal commands which are displayed on the screen. 
If the character read does not correspond to a legal command, 
no action is taken; otherwise the command is carried out. The 
set of current legal commands are: 
b Begin Recording 
h Halt Recording
s Save Datafile
f Play Forward
r Play Reverse
c Start Collision Checks 
q Quit.
When "Begin Recording" is chosen, a datafile is opened, 
unless an opened one already exists. This open datafile will 
hold all the position information that is passed to the slave 
during the Teach and Learn mode. A global flag is also set to 
alert the main program to place all position data from 
properly received packets in an array and to keep track of how 
many packets were received. After 30 packets are received 
(approximately one second of operation), the position 
information is written to disk and the array is cleared for 
the next incoming packets. This method of storing and writing 
the data in sections is necessary because file access requires 
data to be sent across the net. Without this, the Force 
boards could not store the position information quickly enough 
to keep up with the control unit's update rate. The first two 
characters of the datafile are temporarily filled with zeros.
They will later hold the number of packets written to the
datafile.
If "Halt Recording" is chosen, a global flag is cleared 
and no further position information is written to the
datafile. The datafile remains open allowing new position 
information to be appended to the datafile later.
"Save Datafile" writes the number of packets saved, in 
"wordl6 format", to the first two characters of the datafile 
and then closes the datafile. Because the length of the
datafile is saved, it can be accessed in reverse order if 
desired.
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"Quit" sets a global flag telling "cpub.c" to send a stop 
packet to TGRIP on the next pass through the loop. The stop 
packet halts the TGRIP simulation. A byte in shared memory is 
then set to tell "cpua.c", running on Forcel, to stop. The 
program then drops out of the loop and stops. Therefore, 
choosing "Quit" stops both "cpua.c" and "cpub.c" running on 
Forcel and Force3 and stops the simulation program 
"wipp_cell.gsl" running through TGRIP on the SGI.
"Start Collision Checks" turns on the collision checks. 
Upon start-up, collision checks are off, allowing the 
manipulator to move about free of boundaries defined by the 
computer in the workcell. This function is useful when 
defining the workcell boundaries. During normal operation 
collision checks are on.
The "Play Forward" and "Play Reverse" operations are 
described in the "File Access and Play Back" section.
4.5.2 File Access and Play Back
When either "Play Forward" or "Play Reverse" is chosen, 
all communication between the master and slave is halted until 
the playback is completed. All packets sent from the master 
are received by Forcel and a packet simulating the slave 
response is sent to the master via shared memory interface. 
Simultaneously, position packets are sent to the slave to keep 
the manipulator in its current position until the first point 
in the pre-programmed path can be sent.
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The procedure "read_file" is called with the playback 
direction, either "Forward" or "Reverse". The datafile is 
opened and the first two bytes, containing the number of 
positions, are read. If the forward direction of playback was 
chosen, the starting position for the pre-programmed move is 
read from the beginning of the datafile; if reverse was chosen 
then the starting position is read from the end. The user is 
notified that TGRIP is moving the arm to the starting position 
and then the software takes temporary control of the 
manipulator.
TGRIP receives the seven joint positions from "read_file" 
and calls the GSL program "wipp_cell.gsl" to handle the move. 
TGRIP handles the move as described in section 4.6 - "Telegrip 
GSL code". TGRIP sends the position data back to "read_file" 
where it is converted to a position packet and sent to the 
slave. During the move, the program monitors TGRIPs progress, 
looking for a signal to indicate that the move to the starting 
position has been completed. Once completed, the user is 
notified that the manipulator is beginning the pre-programmed 
path and control is returned to "read_file".
With the manipulator at the starting position, the 
datafile is read from beginning to end if "Play Forward" was 
chosen or from end to beginning if "Play Reverse" was chosen. 
Each time new position information is read, it is converted to 
a position packet and placed in shared memory where it can be
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sent to the slave. Once the datafile has been read, 
communication between master and slave are restored.
4.5.3 Socket Communication
All communications between Forcel, the SGI, and TGRIP 
(running on the SGI) was accomplished through sockets. Data 
was not sent directly between Forcel and TGRIP but instead it 
was sent through a program called "sgi_socket" which runs on 
the SGI. This intermediate step was used to take advantage of 
VxWorks and GSL socket communication drivers, both of which 
could communicate with a program running on the SGI, but not 
with each other. VxWorks only had driver support for 
character strings, which proved advantageous because the 
received position packet was already in character format. 
Recall that integers in the position packet were sent as two 
consecutive eight bit bytes ("wordl6" format). On the other 
hand, GSL had driver support for strings, integers, and 
floating point. Unfortunately, the drivers were extremely 
slow and could not be used due to some undocumented 
handshaking that took place. The GSL communication driver's 
source code was edited to eliminate handshaking (see Section
4.6 - "Telegrip GSL code").
The socket is initialized by the procedure "vxsocket". 
Once initialized, the task "vxtask" is spawned. This task 
runs in the background, reading the current manipulator 
position from memory, updating the write buffer and status
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byte, then sending the data to TGRIP, and waiting for 
collision and near miss status to be returned. The only time 
this task is not running is during a pre-programmed move. 
During a pre-programmed move, position data comes from TGRIP 
and the Datafile.
The status byte sent to TGRIP alerts it to the purpose of 
the position information. Current choices are normal 
operation, start a pre-programmed path, or stop program 
execution. These choices can be expanded later as needed. 
Similarly, the received collision status byte alerts the main 
program to one of three possibilities, normal operation, near 
miss, or collision.
4.6 Telegrip GSL code (wipp_cell.gsl)
The simulation is controlled by the Graphical Simulation 
Program "wipp_cell.gsl". Source code for "wipp_cell.gsl" is 
given in Appendix III. "wipp_cell" is responsible for loading 
the collision queue with only those parts of the Titan-7F that 
are likely to collide with obstacles. By eliminating parts, 
such as the base, from the collision queue, time isn't wasted 
checking to see if immobile parts have collided with the 
workcell. Excluded parts can be added to the collision queue 
by deleting a few lines of GSL code.
The GSL code also defines the near-miss distance used in 
the simulation. It is currently set at 100mm but can be 
changed to accommodate various situations. If the manipulator
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comes within either 100mm of the workcell or other objects in 
the collision queue, a near-miss warning is sent to "cpub.c" 
on Force3.
TGRIP socket drivers are extremely slow and could not be 
used as expected because of some hand shaking problems Deneb 
was unaware of. When using the GSL socket communication 
drivers, the speed was a dismal two updates per second. 
Update refers to the speed at which the position information 
can be received and a status byte sent. By editing the 
driver's source code and eliminating the handshaking, the 
speed was increased to approximately five updates per second. 
The speed was further increased to approximately 50 updates 
per second by following each transmission of a string with a 
reception of a dummy string. The current speed is 
approximately 10 updates per second which allows for most 
real-time applications to be handled without the need for 
large near-miss distances. The lag from 50 to 10 updates per 
second is caused by collision detection calculations and other 
processes that utilize the CPU.
There is no GSL command to convert a character to a 
number (ie: 0 - 255). Therefore, position information
currently coded in "wordl6" format could not be decoded by the 
GSL program. This made the use of "sgi_socket" as an 
intermediate step between TGRIP and Forcel a necessity. All 
incoming and outgoing data is converted to decimal strings 
(ie: characters "0" - "9"). TGRIP sockets are character
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based, using WRITE and READ for transmission and reception. 
The GSL commands STR and VAL are used to convert integers to 
decimal strings and vise versa.
Received position data is converted to integers 
representing digitized pot values . These integers are 
converted to floating point numbers which represent joint 
angles for the 4 rotary pots or a translation for the 3 linear 
pots. The linear pots measure the jaw opening and the change 
in hydraulic piston length for the shoulder and elbow. The 
angle of the shoulder and elbow is then calculated using the 
law of cosines. The value of each joint is then changed with 
MOVE_JOINT_IMMEDIATE followed by SIM_UPDATE, which updates the 
graphics. The workcell's collision status is checked and the 
results passed to VxWorks.
During a pre-programmed move, TGRIP controls the move 
from the current position to the starting position. All 
joints are moved simultaneously, starting and stopping at the 
same time. At each point along the move, i.e., with each 
SIM_UPDATE, the procedure "move_to_start" is called. This 
procedure sends the current joint values to Force3, which 
moves the manipulator by using the shared memory connection to 
Forcel. The number of points along the path is determined by 
the maximum acceleration of the arm and the step size, both of 
which are defined in the workcell (see Section 4.8 
Workcell) .
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4.7 Code on the SGI (sgi_socket.c)
The C program, "sgi_socket. c", running on the SGI acts as 
a intermediary for communications between VxWorks and TGRIP. 
The source code for "sgi_socket.c" is given in Appendix III. 
It converts "wordl6" format character strings from Force3 to 
integers and then to a decimal string that TGRIP understands 
and vise versa. As before, TGRIP socket drivers had to be 
altered for compatibility with the modified TGRIP drivers. 
The procedures "getint" and "sendint" were derived from the 
original drivers, but without the handshaking, which 
unnecessarily limited the speed of the communications socket 
between "sgi_socket.c" and "whip_cell.gsl".
4.8 Workcell (wipp_cell2)
Workcells are used to streamline required setup 
procedures when running simulations. Workcells are created in 
TGRIP by loading objects, parts, tools etc. previously created 
in the CAD environment. Placement of objects represents 
positions of actual objects in the work environment. The 
workcell used during testing contains a smoothed model of the 
Schilling Titan-7F remote manipulator and a box representing 
the walls, ceiling, and floor of the WIPP cell at ANLW.
The workcell is also used to set start-up options. Some 
options the workcell sets when loaded are viewing position and 
magnification, lighting position and intensity, object color 
and rendering (shaded or wire frame). Most options can be
changed dynamically from the GSL program while running. The 
only restriction placed on the workcell "vipp_cell2" was that 
the display be set for wire frame mode. When in shaded mode, 
the enhanced graphics slowed the update rate considerably.
Chapter 5 
Conclusions
The feasibility of a collision avoidance system for the 
WIPP cell at ANLW has been demonstrated. The system is 
currently being tested in the WIPP mock-up chamber and ANLW. 
Here, programmers learn the intricacies of the safety system. 
Once understood, programmers will clean up the test code and 
add a more user-friendly interface. The possibility of using 
this system as a path planer in a fully automated spray 
coating decontamination cell will also be investigated by ANLW 
personal.
When installed, the system functioned as expected, but 
with a longer delay. The current update rate is approximately 
once per second because of problems with the shared memory 
interface between CPUA and CPUB. The delay is expected to be 
remedied by ANLW programmers. Even so, the system takes 
control, freezing the manipulator, if the operator commands it 
into a near miss or collision situation. When the operator 
returns the master controller to a legal position, control is
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returned to the operator. The teach and learn mode has been 
written and is presently being tested.
APPENDIX I 
NETWORK WIRING DIAGRAM
Robo 
UNIX Host 
(SGI INDY)
141.221.130.50
(Network cable;
141.221.130 . 0
141.221.130.51
I I
| Forcel |
j VxWorks Target j 
| (C P U  30) j
Force2 |
VxWorks Target | 
(CPU 33) j
Force3 |
VxWorks Target | 
(CPU 33) j
141.221.111.1 141.221.111.2
141.221.Ill.3
141.221.111.0 (Backplane in VME Chassis)
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APPENDIX II
FORCE BOARD BOOT PARAMETERS
Boot Parameters for Forcel 
boot device 
processor number 
host name 
file name
inet on internet(e) 
inet on backplane (b) 
host inet (h) 
gateway inet (g) 
user (u) 
flags (f) 
target name (tn) 
startup script (s)
In
0
robo
/usr/vw/config/frc3 0/vxWorks
141.221.130.51
141.221.111.1
141.221.130.50
robotics
0x0
forcel 
strfrl
Boot Parameters for Force2 
boot device 
processor number 
host name 
file name
inet on internet(e) 
inet on backplane (b) 
host inet (h) 
gateway inet (g) 
user (u) 
flags (f) 
target name (tn) 
startup script (s)
sm=0xl000600
1
robo
/usr/vw/config/frc3 3/vxWorks
141.221.111.2
141.221.130.50
141.221.111.1
robotics
0x0
force2 
strfr2
Boot Parameters for Force3 
boot device 
processor number 
host name 
file name
inet on internet(e) 
inet on backplane (b) 
host inet (h) 
gateway inet (g) 
user (u) 
flags (f) 
target name (tn) 
startup script (s)
sm=0xl000600
1
robo
/usr/vw/config/frc3 3/vxWorks
141.221.111.3
141.221.130.50
141.221.111.1
robotics
0x0
force3 
strfr3
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Figure 3-8: location Diagram of serial I/O Configuration Jumperfiei
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Figure 3-10: Jumper Setting of the Serial I/O configuration
Jumperfields for RS232
316, 317 318, 319 (no ;umper inserted)
n — ;---- 1 1 2  3
1 [oj 0 16
2 0— 0 15
3 0 0 14
4 0 0 13
5 O 0 12
6 0 0 11
7 0 0 10
8 0— 0 9
Figure 3-11: Connection Scheme of tfte serial I/O Ports for_RS232
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Converter for port2
Master
1. 110VAC 60Hz
2. 110VAC 60Hz
3. RS-422 Data+
4. RS-422 Data-
5. NC
6. NC
7. RS-232 Ground
8. RS-232 TX
9. RS-232 RX
Slave
1. 110VAC 60Hz
2. 110VAC 60Hz
3. RS-422 Data+
4. RS-422 Dala-
TX2
TX2
VDC
GND
TX1
TX1
TX2
TX2
VDC
GND
Converter for port 1
TX1
TX1
VDC
GND
VO
=3N>Ul
a
&<N
Wall XFMR Jack 
7-15VDC 
(200mA) 
GND4 pole 2T
Power SW
bypass SW
DB25 Female
110VAC
Schilling Master Uses Connector #  AMP 206708-1
Schilling Slave Uses Connector # EO 53E4M-1
Box should use connectors that mate with the part numbers listed above
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APPENDIX III
SOURCE CODE
/* Program name: comwstop.c */
/* This program runs on the PC and is used to simulate */
/* the master controller. */
/★★Hr****************************************************/
Sinclude <stdlib.h> /* for the long int div */
([include <stdio.h> /* for printf commands */
((include <conio.h> /* clrscr and gotoxy */
((include <bios.h> /* for bioskey (keybrd) */
main (void)(
int i,x=l;
int *stp,step,*ps,p o s [7];
int *ina,i na ck[8],*outa,o u t a c k [8];
int *outp,o u t p o s [18],*inp,inpos[18];
int *outpar,outparm[116],*inpar,inparmf116];
int *outcd,o u t c m d [5],* i ncd,incmd[5];
int base_addr2 = 0x2f8; /* com 2 base address */
int base_addrl = Ox3f8; /* com 1 base address */
ps = spos[0]; /* pointers to arrays */
outp = &outpos[0];
inp = sinpos[0] ;
outa = &outack[0];
ina = &inack[0] ;
stp = sstep;
outpar = soutparm[0];
inpar = &inparm[0];
outcd = &outcmd[0];
incd = &incmd[0];
set_port(base_addrl,base_addr2);/* init com ports */
pos_pkt(ps); /* init pos array */
ack_pkt(outa); /* init ack pkt */
parm_pkt(outpar); /* init parm packet */
cmd_pkt(outcd); /* init cmd packet */
init_scrn(); /* init display */
step = 1; /* init step size */
while(x){
/* read keyboard */
x=update(s t p ,p s ,ou tpa r,inpar,base_addrl,base_addr2); 
scrn_dsply(stp,ps); /* display info on scrn */
pos_pkt_calc(outp,ps); /* calc, position packet */
/* trans pos pkt from master to slave */ 
if (x == 2) /* hit t to transimit packet */
trans_pkt(base_addrl,base_addr2,o u t p ,inp);
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if (chksum(inp) != 0){ 
x = 0;
printf("\n\n\nA pos_pkt checksum error has 
occured\n");
]
*/
/* delay(4); */ /* 4-8ms before slave responds */
/* trans ack pkt from slave to master */
/*
trans_pkt(base_addr2,base_addr1,o u t a ,ina ); 
if (chksum(ina) != 0)(
x = 0 ;
printf("\n\n\nAn ack_pkt checksum error has 
occured\n");
}
*/
/* delay(2); */ /* 2ms slave recovery time */
/* don't need to stop the other progs from the pc anymore */ 
/* outpos[0] = 4 ;  /* length of stop packet */
/* outposjl] = 0 ;  */
/* outpos[2] = -1; */ /* type of stop packet */
/* outpos[3] = 253; */ /* check sum byte */
/* transmit the stop packet (big_brother.c on forcel should 
now stop) */
/* trans_pkt(base_addrl,base_addr2,outp,inp); */
return 0;
}
* reads keyboard and updates the position array *
* hit '9' to exit the loop *
* '1', ' 2 ' , & ' 3 '  control the step size *
dr****************************************************** /
update(int *stp,int *ps,int *outpar,int *inpar,int 
base_addrl,int base_addr2){
int key,go = 1;
if(bioskey(1)){
key = (bioskey(0) & Oxff);
if((key > '0') && (key < '8'))
freez(&key,outpar,inpar,base_addrl,base_addr2);
else i f (key == '8')
*stp = 1; 
else i f (key == '9')
*stp = 10; 
else if(key == '0 ' )
*stp = 100;
else i f (key == 'z ')
*ps -= *stp; 
else if(key == 'a')
*ps += *stp; 
else if(key == 'x')
*(ps+l) -= *stp; 
else i f (key == 's')
else
else
else
else
else
else
else
else
else
else
else
else
*(ps+l) - 
if(key == 
*(ps+2) - 
if(key == 
*(ps+2) - 
if(key == 
*(ps+3 ) - 
if(key == 
*(ps+3) - 
if(key == 
*(ps+4) - 
if(key == 
*(ps+4) - 
if(key == 
*(ps+5) - 
if(key == 
*(ps+5) - 
if(key == 
*(ps+6) - 
if(key == 
*(ps+6) - 
if(key == 
go = 2; 
if(key == 
go = 0 ;
: * s t p ;  
'c' )
: * s t p ; 
'd' )
= * s t p ;  
'v' )
= * s t p ;  
' f ' )
= * s t p ;
' b ' )
= * s t p ;
' g ')
= * s t p ;  
'n' )
= * S t p ;
' h' )
= * s t p ;
' m ' )
= * s t p ;
' j ' )
= *St p; 
't' )
'q')
/* halt the loop
return go;
]
/*
* initialize the position paket (starting value = 2047) * 
pos_pkt(int *ps)( 
int i;
for (i = 0;i <= 6; -->-i)
*(ps+i) = 0;
return 0;
* convert 16 bit positions to pairs of
* a position packit
pos_pkt_calc(int *outp, int *ps){
bits and form
ldiv_t lx; /* long int div struct. */
int i ;
long int sum;
*outp = 18; /* length = 18 bytes */
*(outp+l) = 0; /* checksum = 0 */
*(outp*2) = 3 ; /* type = 3  */
*(outp+3) = 1; /* addr l=slave/2=master */
for(i = 0;i < = 6; --i){ /* cvt int to bvts */
* (outp-(2*i+4)) = *(ps+i) & Oxff; /* LSB's */
* (outp-(2*i+5)) = ((*(ps+i)) >> 8) & Oxff; /* MSB's */
/* checksum = 255 - remainder */ 
*(outp+l) = 256-(chksum(outp) & Oxff);
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return 0;
}
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* check to see if the checksum is 0 *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
chksum(int *ptr)(
ldiv_t
int
long int
lx;
i,checksum; 
sum;
/* long int div struct. */
sum = 0;
for(i = 0;i <= *ptr-l; -^i) 
sum += *(ptr+i); 
lx = ldiv(sum,256L); 
checksum = lx.rem & Oxff;
/* sum up all bytes */
/* sum mod 256 */
/* checksum = remainder */
return checksum;
}
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* initialize the acknowledge packet *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
ack_pkt(int *ptr)(
int l ;
*ptr = 8 
*(ptr+1) 
*(ptr+2) 
*(ptr+3) 
*/
/* length = 8 bytes *
/* checksum = 0 */
/* type = 5  */
/* addr l=slave/2=master
/* assume all errors are zero */
for(i = 4;i <= *ptr-l; ++i)
*(ptr+i) = 0;
/* checksum = 255 - remainder */
*(ptr+l) = 256-(chksum(ptr) & Oxff);
return 0;
}
y ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* update the display screen with position information *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  f
scrn_dsply(int *stp,int *ps)[
int i ;
gotoxy(20,1); 
printf("%d ",*stp);
for(i = 0;i <= 6; ++i){ 
gotoxy(20,i-3); 
printf("%d ",*(ps+i));
}
return 0;
}
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* initialize the display screen display *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
init_scrn(void){
clrscr();
printf("Step size\t:\t\t('8'= 1, '9' = 10, '0'= 100)\n\n");
printf("1 Azimuth\t:\t Active\n"); 
printf("2 Shoulder\t:\t Active\n"); 
printf("3 Elbow\t\t:\t Active\n"); 
printf("4 Pitch\t\t:\t Active\n"); 
printf("5 Yaw\t\t:\t Active\n"); 
printf("6 Wrist\t\t:\t Active\n"); 
printf("7 Jaw\t\t:\t Active\n\n"); 
printf("Hit 'q' to exit\n");
return 0;
]
/************************************★*******★***********★
* initialize the com ports *
set_port(int base_addrl,int base_addr2){
/* DLAB=l,even par,l stop,8 dat */ 
outportb(base_addr2+3,0x9b);
/* low byte for 19,200 baud 
outportb(base_addr2,0x06);
/* high byte "
outportb(base_addr2+l,0x00);
outportb(base_addr2+3,0x1b); 
outportb(base_addr2 + l ,0x02) ; 
interupt ON */
outportb(base_addrl+3,0x9b); 
stop,8 dat */
outportb(base_addrl,0x06) ; 
baud */
outportb(base_addrl+l,0x00);
*/
outportb(base_addrl+3,0x1b); 
outportb(base_addrl+l, 0x01) ;
ON */
return 0;
}
/^********************************************************
* transmit paket from send_addr and receive at rec_addr *
trans_pkt(int send_addr,int rec_addr,int *out,int *in)(
int cnt_snd=0,cnt_rec=0; /* send & receive counters
*/
/* w h i l e ((cnt_snd < *out) || (cnt_rec < *out)){ */ /* *out
= length byte */
w h i l e (cnt_snd < *out){ /* *out = length byte */
/* check line status register (bit 6=trans buf empty)*/ 
if ((inportb(send_addr+5) & 0x40) && (cnt_snd < *out))( 
outportb(send_addr,*(out+cnt_snd));/* transbyte */ 
printf(""); /* fixes timing error */
--cnt_snd;
)
/* check line status register (bit 0=data ready) */
/* if ((inportb(rec_addr+5) & 0x01) && (cnt_rec < *out)){
*(in+cnt_rec) = inportb(rec_addr);
--cnt_rec;
*/
*/
/* DLAB=0 */
/* trans buf empt
/* DLAB=1,even par,l
/* low byte for 19,200
/* high byte " "
/* DLAB=0 */
/* rec dat avail interupt
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]
*/
)
return 0;
]
^ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* initialize the parameter packet (all joints un-frozen) *
********************************************************* ^/
parm_pkt(int *ptr){
int l;
*ptr = 116; 
*(ptr+l) = 0 
*(ptr+2) = 2 
*(ptr+3) = 1
for(i = 4;i <= *ptr-l; 
*(ptr+i) = 0;
/* 
/* 
/* 
/*
—  i)
length = 116 bytes */ 
initial checksum = 0 */ 
type = parameter packet 
addr l=slave/2=master
V
V
/* set all bytes to zero */
/* checksum = 255 - remainder */
*(ptr+l) = 256-(chksum(ptr) & Oxff);
return 0;
)
/^*****************************************************
* toggle the selected joint (freez or Active)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
u i n i u a int, r ; x
freez(char *key,int *outpar,int *inpar,int base_addrl,int 
base_addr2)[
int i,mask = 0x01;
i = a toi(key ); 
mask = mask << (i-1)
/* convert ascii to integer */ 
/* set proper bit to 1 */
if ( * (outpar+110) ft mask)( /* if 1 change to 0
*(outpar+110) = * (outpar+110) & (-mask); 
*(outpar+l) = 0;
*(outpar+l) = 256 -(chksum(outpar) & Oxff); 
gotoxy(27,i+2); /* position cursor
printf("Active"); )
V
else {
* (outpar+110) = *(outpar+110) | mask;
*(outpar+l) = 0;
*(outpar+l) = 256-(chksum(outpar) & Oxff);
gotoxy(27,i+2); /* position cursor */
printf("Freez "); )
/* trans parm pkt from master to slave */ 
trans_pkt(base_addrl,base_addr2,outpar,inpar);
/* if(chksum(inpar) != 0)
printf("\n\n\nA parm_pkt checksum error iias occured\n")
*/
return 0;
}
/ft*******************************************************
* initialize the command paket *
********************************************************/
cmd_pkt(int *outcd){
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int i;
*outcd = 5; /* length = 5 bytes */
*(outcd+l) = 0; /* checksum = 0 */
*(outcd+2) = 4; /* type = 4  */
*(outcd+3) = 1; /* addr l=slave/2=master
*/
*(outcd+4) = 0; /* command byte */
*(outcd+l) = 256-(chksum(outcd) & Oxff); /* checksum=255-remainder
return 0; 
]
****************************************************************/
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/
this program name : fake slave.c
to complile and load this program: 
triall fake_slave.c (triall aliased in .cshrc) 
rlogin force2 
cd "bill"
Id < fake_slave.o
this program can be run at any time before or after 
the other programs as long as it isn't started in 
the middle of a packet transmission. 
****************************************************************
/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
/
ff include "vxWorks.h" 
#include "stdio.h" 
ffinclude "ioLib.h" 
if include "stdlib.h"
/* FlOfunctions etc. */
/* ldiv_t for checksum */
#define POS_PKT_TYPE 3
ifdef ine POS_PKT_LEN 18
ifdef ine CMD_PKT_TYPE 4
Sdefine CMD_PKT_LEN 5
Sdefine ACK_PKT_TYPE 5
ffdef ine ACK_PKT_LEN 8
ifdef ine RETURN_PKT_TYPE 6
ffdef ine RETURN_PKT_LEN 6
ffdef ine PARM_PKT_TYPE 2
ffdef ine PARM_PKT_LEN 116
/****************************************************************/
/* packet definition section */
^/****************************************************************/
struct pos_pkt(
/* length = 18 */
);
char
char
char
char
len ; 
chksum; 
type; 
addr;
short joint_val[6]
struct cmd_pkt[
char len;
char chksum;
char type;
char addr;
/* type = 3 */
/* 0=azimuth,..
/* length = 5 */ 
/* type = 4 */
6=jaw */
char command;
struct ack_pkt{ 
char len; 
char 
char 
char
chksum; 
type; 
addr ;
short
short
err_info; 
status info;
];
struct return_pkt{ 
char len;
char chksum;
char type;
/* length = 8 */ 
/* "-ype = 5 */
/* length = 6 */ 
/* type = 6 *,/
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char addr; 
short val;
struct parm_pkt(
char len; /* length = 116 */
char chksum;
char type; /* type = 2 */
char a d d r ;
short prop_gain[6]; /* 0=azimuth,
short slew_rate[6];
short sv_out_limit[6];
char feedback_enable[6],
char f illerbyte;
short neg_range[6];
short pos_range[6 j;
short cont_thresh[6];
short lag_thresh[6];
char joint_freez;
char sv_drivers;
short enable_err_chks;
short filler;
.6=jaw */
int temp, options, port2; /* variable declaration */ 
char read_buf[117],*readbuf, w r i te_ buf [117],*writebuf;
struct pos_pkt 
struct ack_pkt 
struct cmd_pkt 
struct parm_pkt 
struct return_pkt
*pospkt /* pointer to structurs */ 
*ackpkt;
*cmdpkt;
*parmpkt;
*returnpkt;
/* structure definition so I can write one character at a time to a 
specific memory location, (used for UART, port 2) */
typedef struct dumbchar dchar;
struct dumbcharf 
char c;
/* addr of channel mode reg 1 of UART (port 2) */ 
dchar * dcpar2 = ((dchar *) 0xff802020);
/****************************************************************^ / 
/* main code segment */
/★a**************************************************************/
void com(void)
{
int
char
int
int
char
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
i-1; 
stp; /* 0 = go, 1 = stop */
/* function declaration */trans_pkt(char *,int); 
rec_pkt(char *,int); 
chksum(char *); 
dcd_pos_pkt(void); 
dcd_cmd_pkt(void); 
dcd_parm_pkt(vo i d ); 
encd_pos_pkt(char *); 
encd_ack_pkt(char *); 
encd_return_pkt(char *); 
pos_pkt_init(vo i d );
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int ack_pkt_init(void); 
int return_pkt_init(void) ;
readbuf = &read_buf[0]; /* pointer to begining of array */
writebuf = &write_buf[0];
/* com port stuff */
/* this is intended to run on force2 or force3. If 
not change the /tyCo/1 to 2 for port2 on force 1 */
/* open comport as read/write, port2 = fd */
/* /tyCo/1 = port2 on force2 & force3 */ 
port2 = o pe n ("/tyCo/1",0_RDWR,0); 
printf("port2 fd = %d\n",port2);
/* save old port options and set for raw data mode */ 
options = ioctl(p ort 2,FIOGETOPTIONS,0); 
printf("set raw mode err# = %d\n",
ioctl(port2,FIOSETOPTIONS,OPT_RAW));
/* set baudrate = 19200 baud */
printf("baud rate err# = %d\n",ioctl(port2,FIOBAUDRATE,19200));
/* clear the input and output buffers */
printf("clear I/O buf err# = %d\n",ioctl(p ort 2,FIOFLUSH,0)) ;
/* set channel mode one regs for async, even parity, 8 data bits */ 
dcpar2->c = Oxlf;
pos_pkt_init() ; 
ack_pkt_init( ) ; 
return_pkt_init() ;
parmpkt->joint_freez = 0; /* all joints defalt to active */
wh ile (stp == 0)[
rec_pkt(readbuf,port2 );  
if(chksum(readbuf) != 0){
printf("A checksum error has occured\n");
/* ignore current packet and wait for next packet */
}
else if(read_buf[2] == POS_PKT_TYPE)[ 
dcd_pos_pkt() ;
/* some how writebuf would get changed and lock forcel */ 
writebuf = &write_buf[0];
/* in response to a pos_pkt trans ack_pkt */ 
encd_ack_pkt(writebuf); 
write_buf[l] = 256 - chksum(writebuf); 
printf("provide small delay\n"); 
trans_pkt(writebuf,port2);
)
else if(read_buf[2] == CMD_PKT_TYPE)( 
dcd_cmd_pkt();
/* if command sent = 0,2,4,7 respond with ackpkt */ 
if((cmdpkt->command = = 0 )  || (cmdpkt->command = = 2 )  ||
(cmdpkt->command = = 4 )  || (cmdpkt->command == 7))[
/* some how writebuf would get changed and lock forcel */
writebuf = &write_buf[0];
encd_ack_pkt(writebuf);
write_buf[l] = 256 - chksum(writebuf);
printf("provide small delay\n");
/*
trans_pkt(writebuf,port2);
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]
/* if command sent = 1,3, respond with pospkt */
else if ((cmdpkt->command = = 1 )  II (cmdpkt->command == 3))(
/* some how writebuf would get changed and lock forcel */
writebuf = &write_buf[0];
encd_pos_pkt(writebuf);
write_buf[l] = 256 - chksum(writebuf);
trans_pkt(writebuf,port2);
]
/* if command sent = 6, respond with returnpkt */ 
else if(cmdpkt->command == 6)[ 
writebuf = &write_buf[0]; 
encd_return_pkt(writebuf); 
write_buf[l] = 256 - chksum(writebuf); 
printf("provide small delay\n"); 
trans_pkt(writebuf,port2);
)
else
printf("unrecognized command\n");
}
else if(read_buf[2] == PARM_PKT_TYPE)(
/*
for(j = 0;j <= 6; + + j )
printf("%d:%d\t",j ,pospkt-> joint_val[j ]); 
printf("\ n ");
*/
dcd_parm_pkt();
/*
for(j = 0;j <= 6; ++j)
printf("% d :% d\t",j ,pospkt-> joint_val[j ]); 
printf("\n");
*/
/* some how writebuf would get changed and lock forcel */ 
writebuf = &write_buf[0];
/* in response to a parm_pkt trans ack_pkt */ 
encd_ack_pkt(writebuf); 
write_buf[l] = 256 - chksum(writebuf); 
printf("provide small delay\n"); 
trans_pkt(writebuf,p ort 2);
}
else if(read_buf[2] == -1) /* a stop packet has been recieved */
stp = 1;
else
printf("Unrecognized packet type\n");
/* put the old port options back */ 
ioctl(port2,FIOSETOPTIONS,opti ons );
close(port2); /* close comport2 when done */
)
/*****************************************************************/
/* procedure converts two consecutive bytes (char) to a short */ 
/* sptr = pointer to result (short integer) */
/* cptr = pointer to first character (LSB) to be converted */
/* the next character (MSB) is assumed to be at cptr+1 */
/'k'k'k'kit'klc'klcit'kicic'k'kiticit'kit'kic'kicic'k'k'kit'k'k'kit'k'k'kir'kiflfieicic'kiclcit'kltirleic'kiticititlc'k'kiciclcic'k/
ctos(char *cptr,short *sptr)[
short temp = *(cptr+l);
/* printf("temp = %d\t",te m p ); */
* s p t r  =  ( t e m p  < <  8 )  | * c p t r ;
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/* printf("*sptr = %d\n",*sptr); */
return 0;
]
/ *  procedure converts an short to consecutive bytes (char) */
/* sptr = pointer to short integer to be converted */
/* cptr = pointer to first character (L S B ) to be saved */
/* the next character (MSB) is assumed to be at cptr+1 */
/★★★★★a***********************************************************/
stoc(short *sptr,char *cptr)(
short temp = *sptr;
*cptr = temp & Oxff;
*(cptr+l) = (temp >> 8) & Oxff;
return 0;
)
/* procedure transmits the output buffer to a com port */
/* *ptr = the addres of the output buffer */
/* port_num = the file descriptor for that com port */
trans_pkt(char *ptr,int port_num){
int i;
/*
float x;
*/
/* aprox. 5ms delay before transmission (slave recovery time) */
/*
f or (i = 0 ;  i <= 5; ++i) 
x = i * 1.2345;
*/
for(i = 0; i <= *ptr-l; ++i)
w r i t e (port_num,ptr+i, 1) ;
/*
*ptr = 6;
*(ptr+4) = 0;
*(p tr+5) = 0; 
write(port_num,ptr,6);
*/
/*
w r i t e (port_num,ptr,*ptr);
*/
return 0;
}
/* procedure loads the input bufier from a
/* *ptr = the addres of the input buffer
/* port_num = the file descriptor 'or that
/Hr************************************
rec_pkt(char *ptr,int port_num)[ 
int i;
com port */
*/
com port */
*****************/
r e a d (port_num,ptr,1); /* get length of packet (first byte) */
/*
printf("0 : %d\n1 , *ptr) ;
*/
for(i = 1 ;  i <= *ptr-l; ++i){
read(port_num,ptr+i,1);
/*
printf(”%d : %d\n",i ,*(ptr+i)) ;
*/
}
return 0;
]
/* procedure decodes the position packet information */
/* in the input buffer and puts it in the position packet. */
/* ptr = pointer to the position packet structure */
/* cptr= char pointer->ptr (cptr is needed for dcd_header) */
/a***************************************************************/
dcd_pos_pkt(void){ 
int i,freez;
freez = parmpkt->joint_freez;
pospkt->len = *readbuf; 
pospkt->chksum = *(readbuf+1); 
pospkt->type = *(readbuf+2); 
pospkt->addr = *(readbuf+3);
for(i = 0;i <= 6; ++i){ /* decode joint position info */
if((freez & 0x01) == 0)
ctos(readbuf+4 + 2*i ,&pospkt-> joint_val[i ]);
/* printf("% d :%d\t",i ,pospkt->joint_val[i]); */ 
freez = freez >> 1;
}
printf("\n"); /* for above print statement & Ac exit of program
return 0;
}
/a***************************************************************/
/* procedure decodes the command packet information */
/* in the input buffer and puts it in the command packet. */
/* ptr = pointer to the command packet structure */
/* cptr= char pointer->ptr (cptr is needed for dcd_header) */
dcd_cmd_pkt(void){
cmdpkt->len = *readbuf; 
cmdpkt->chksum = *(readbuf+2); 
cmdpkt->type = *(readbuf+2); 
cmdpkt->addr = *(readbuf+3);
cmdpkt->command = *(readbuf+4); /* write command to structure */
return 0;
]
/a***************************************************************/
/* procedure decodes the parameter packet information */
/* in the input buffer and puts it in the parameter packet.*/
/* ptr = pointer to the parameter packet structure */
/* cptr= char pointer->ptr (cptr is needed for dcd_header) */
/*********************************************************★******/
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dcd_parm_pkt(void){
int i,cnt = 4 ;  /* current position in buffer */
/*
dcd_header(readbuf,cptr);
for(i = 0;i <= 6; = + i){
ct o s (readbuf+cnt,&parmpkt->prop_gain[i ]); 
cnt += 2 ; )
for(i = 0;i <= 6; - * i ){
c to s (readbuf+cnt,&parmpkt->slew_rate[i ] ); 
cnt -= 2;)
*/
cnt = 32;
for(i = 0;i <= 6; --i ) {
ct o s (readbuf+cnt,&parmpkt->sv_out_limit[i ]); 
cnt = = 2;)
for(i = 0;i <= 6; -+i)(
parmpkt->feedback_enable[i ] = *(readbuf-cnt);
--cnt;)
parmpkt->fillerbyte = *(readbuf+cnt);
■- + c n t ;
for(i = 0;i <= 6; ~ + i)(
ct o s (readbuf+cnt,sparmpkt->neg_range[i] ); 
cnt += 2;]
for(i = 0;i <= 6; ++i){
c t o s (readbuf+cnt,sparmpkt->pos_range[i] ); 
cnt += 2;)
for(i = 0;i <= 6; ++i){
c t o s (readbuf+cnt,sparmpkt->cont_thresh[i ]); 
cnt -!-= 2; )
for(i = 0;i <= 6; f+i)t
c t o s (readbuf+cnt,&parmpkt->lag_thresh[i ]); 
cnt += 2;)
parmpkt->joint_freez = *(readbuf+cnt);
=+cnt;
parmpkt->sv_drivers = *(readbuf+cnt);
-+cnt;
ctos(readbuf+cnt,sparmpkt->enable_err_chks); 
cnt += 2;
ctos(readbuf+cnt,sparmpkt-> filler); 
cnt += 2;
return 0;
}
/a***************************************************************/
/* Procedure calculates and returns the mod(sum/256). */
/* If checksum is correct should return zero. To calc */
/* checksum set chksum byte in buffer to zero, call this */
/* procedure, and subtract the result from 256. */
/* ie: *(buf+l)=0, *(buf+l)=256 - chksum(buf) */
/* buf = pointer to the input or output buf to use */
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/*****************************■************************★**********/
chksum(char *buf){
ldiv_t
int
long int 
char
lx;
i ;
sum=0; 
checksum;
/* long int div structure */
for(i = 0;i <= *(buf)-l;
sum += *(buf+i);
lx = ldiv(sum,256L); 
checksum = lx.rem & Oxff;
H+i)
/* sum up all bytes */
/* sum mod 256 */
/* checksum = remainder */
return checksum;
]
/a***************************************************************/
/* procedure encodes the position packet information */
/* in pos_pkt structure and puts it in the output buffer */
/* ptr = pointer to the position packet structure */
/* cptr= char pointer->ptr (cptr is needed for encd_header)*/
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /  
encd_pos_pkt(char *wbuf){
int l;
*(w b u f ) = POS_PKT_LEN;
*(wbuf+l) = 0;
* (wbuf+2) = POS_PKT_TYPE;
*(wbuf+3) = 0;
for(i = 0;i <= 6; ++i) /* encode joint position info */
sto c(&pospkt->joint_val[i ],wbuf+4 + 2* i );
return 0;
)
/★★★a************************************************************/
/* procedure encodes the acknowledge packet information */
/* in ack_pkt structure and puts it in the output buffer */
/* ptr = pointer to the acknowledge packet structure */
/* cptr= char pointer->ptr (cptr is needed for encd_header)*/
encd_ack_pkt(char *wbuf)(
*(w b u f ) = ACK_PKT_LEN;
*(wbuf+l) = 0;
*(wbuf+2) = ACK_PKT_TYPE;
*(wbuf+3) = 0;
stoc(&ackpkt->err_info,wbuf+4); 
stoc(sackpkt->status_info,wbuf+6);
* (wbuf+4) 
* (wbuf+5) 
* (wbuf+6) 
*(wbuf+7)
return 0; 
]
/icit'kiticititiiicititltlritit'kieit'k'k'kitic'kitit'kicititic'kicie'klt'k'kiclrit'k'k'kic'k'k'k'kitifitit'k'k'kltifieificitirit/
/* procedure encodes the return packet information */
/* in return_pkt and puts it in the output buffer */
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/* ptr = pointer to the return packet structure */
/* cptr= char pointer->ptr (cptr is needed for encd_header)*/
/a***************************************************************/
encd_return_pkt(char *wbuf){
* (wbuf) = RETURN_PKT_LEN;
*(wbuf+l) = 0;
* (wbuf+2) = RETURN_PKT_TYPE;
*(wbuf+3) = 0;
stoc(sreturnpkt->v a l ,wbu f-4 );
return 0;
}
*^***************************************************************/
/* procedure inializes the first position packet */
pos_pkt_init(v o i d )( 
int i ;
pospkt->len = POS_PKT_LEN;
pospkt->chksum = 0;
pospkt->type = POS_PKT_TYPE;
pospkt->addr = 0 ;  /* from slave to master */
for(i = 0;i <= 6; -+i)
pospkt->joint_val[i] = 100; /* initial defalt position */
return 0;
]
*^***************************************************************/
/* procedure inializes the first ack packet */
*^***************************************************************^ /
ack_pkt_init(v o i d )(
ackpkt->len = ACK_PKT_LEN; 
ackpkt->chksum = 0; 
ackpkt->type = ACK_PKT_TYPE;
ackpkt->addr = 0 ;  /* from slave to master */
ackpkt->err_info = 0; /* initial defalt settings */
ackpkt->status_info = 0;
return 0;
}
/****************************************************************/
/* procedure inializes the first return packet */
return_pkt_init(void)[
returnpkt->len = RETURN_PKT_LEN; 
returnpkt->chksum = 0; 
returnpkt->type = RETURN_PKT_TYPE;
returnpkt->addr = 0 ;  /* from slave to master */
returnpkt->val = 0; /* initial defalt settings */
return 0; 
}
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/* * * * 
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/ * * * *
**********************************************************
this program name: cpua.c
Main porgram (monitors the com ports)
to complile and load this program: 
triall cpua.c (triall aliased in .cshrc) 
rlogin forcel 
Id < cpua.o
to run porgram type:
portMonitor (name of main procedure)
If normal opperation, stuff from portl is sent to port2 
and written to shared memory. Stuff from two is sent 
to one and shared memory.
If a collision then master and slave don't communicate. 
The master is sent a packet to simulate the slaves 
response and the slave is sent the last good position 
packet before the collision occured each time a packet 
from the master is received.
Packets to simulate the slave and to send to the master 
are retrieved from shared memory. Packets are put into 
shared memory by the program running on the other CPU.
Autho rs: Bill O'Donnell 
Ashok Iyer
Dept, of Electrical Engineering 
University of Nevada Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154 
Phone : (702) 895-3566
last modified Aug 9, 1995
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*/ 
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*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/************************************************************ f
/ *  general include statements */
4 include 
s include 
»include 
4 include 
4 include 
4 include
vxWor ks.h" 
"stdio.h" 
"wdLib.h"
"logLib.h"
"ioLib.h" 
"stdlib.h"
/* watchdog functions */
/* printing from watchdog */ 
/* FlOfunctions etc. */
/* ldiv_t for checksum */
/★★★a************************************************************/
/* statements needed for shared memory */
/******★**********★***********************★**********************/'
typedef struct cpua Cpua; 
typedef struct cpub Cpub; 
typedef struct lastpkt Lastpkt;
/* struct holds packets read from ports (last packet received) */ 
struct cpua 
{
set if compleet pkt read portl */ 
buffer for packet from portl */ 
set if compleet pkt read port2 */ 
buffer for packet from port2 */ 
set by TGRIP if collision */ 
set to 1 if doing a pre-prog path */
char status1; /*
char p a c k l [118]; /*
char status2; /*
char p a c k 2 [118]; /*
char collstat; /*
char path; /*
char sendl;
char send2;
char quit ; /* cleared by other cpu to stop */
/* struct holds packets to send to master and slave durring a */ 
/* collision (master and slave don't communicate) */
cpub
char statusl;
char p a c k l [118]
char status2;
char p a ck2 [118]
char sendl;
char send2;
struct lastpkt 
[
char
char
char
p o s [19]; 
c m d [6]; 
p a r m [117];
/* arbitrary pointers to beginlng of struct (unused mem loc) */
Cpua * cpuaptr = ((Cpua *) 0x300000);
Cpub * cpubptr = ((Cpub *) 0x301000);
Lastpkt * lastpkt = ((Lastpkt *) 0x302000);
/****************************************************************/
/* define port I/O buffers *,
/**★************************************************************★/
#define BUFFERSIZE 117 /* size of the buffer */
ffdef ine NUM_FDS 2 /* no. of fds used */
ffdef ine MAX_NUM_MSG 2 /* max. number of messages in pipe
ffdefine MSG_SIZE 117 /* size of each message */
#define SECONDS (1)
/ft***************************************************************/
/* watchdog variables for ports 1 & 2 (allowed dt between bytes)*/
/****************************************************************/
WDOG_ID testidl;
/* watchdog variable */
/* watchdog routine */
int
int
wdva rl;
wdflagl(void);
WDOG_ID testid2;
int wdvar2;
int wdflag2(void);
/* watchdog variable */ 
/* watchdog routine */
/***********************************************★****************/ 
/* assorted global variables (allmost all variables are global) */ 
/ ★ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
int
char
char
char
char
int
int
optionsl,options2; /* original port settings are saved */
cntl,cnt 2 ; 
read_buf1[116' 
read_buf2[116; 
colchk; 
portl,p ort2; 
nocol; /*
/* keep track of = bytes read */
,*readbuf1, write_buf1[116],*writebuf1;
,*readbuf2 , write_buf2[116],*writebuf2;
/* collision check 0=no,l=yes,2=near miss */ 
/* hold file descriptors */
if no collision send pkt direct to master */
/ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
#define POS_PKT_TYPE 3
ifdef ine POS_PKT_LEN 18
ifdef ine CMD_PKT_TYPE 4
ffdef ine CMD_PKT_LEN 5
ifdef ine AC K_P KT_T Y P E 5
ffdef ine ACK_PKT_LEN 8
ffdef ine RETURN_PKT_TYPE 6
if define RETURN_PKT_LEN 6
ifdef ine PARM_PKT_TYPE 2
ffdefine PARM_PKT_LEN 116
/ i t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* packet definition section */
/ft***************************************************************/
struct pos_pkt{
struct
];
) ;
struct
char len; /* length = 18 */
char chksum;
char type ; /* type = 3 */
char addr;
short joint_val[6 ] ; /* 0=azimuth,...,6=jaw
cmd_pkt(
char len ; /* length = 5 */
char chksum;
char type; /* type = 4 */
char addr ;
char command;
ack_pkt(
char len ; /* length = 8 */
char chksum;
char type ; /* type = 5 */
char addr ;
short err_info;
short status_info;
return_pkt(
char len ; /* length = 6 */
char chksum;
char type ; /* type = 6 */
char addr;
short val ;
parm_pkt{
char len; /* length = 116 */
char chksum;
char type ; /* type = 2 */
char addr ;
short prop_gain[6]; /*' 0=azimuth,.
short slew_rate[6];
short sv_out_limit[6] f
char feedback_enable[6],
char fillerbyte;
short neg_range[6];
short pos_range[6] ;
short cont_thresh[6];
short lag_thresh[6];
char joint_freez;
char sv_drivers;
short enable_err_chks •
short filler;
.,6=jaw */
)
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pos_pkt *pospkt;
ack_pkt *ackpkt;
cmd_pkt *cmdpkt;
parm_pkt ♦parmpkt;
return_pkt ♦returnpkt;
struct 
struct 
struct 
struct 
struct
/* UART setup for the com ports 1 and 2 on Forcel */
/* structure definition so I can write one character at a time to 
a specific memory location. The out2 bit of the UART is 
jumpered to the RTS pin of the com port */
typedef struct dumbchar dchar;
struct dumbchar[
char c;
] ;
/* addr of output/misc. reg of UART (port 1) */ 
dchar * dcnamel = ((dchar *) 0xff80202b);
/* addr of channel mode reg 1 of UART (port 1) */
dchar * dcparl = ((dchar *) 0xff802020);
/* addr of output/misc. reg of UART (port 2) */ 
dchar * dcname2 = ((dchar *) 0xff80220b);
/* addr of channel mode reg 1 of UART (port 2) */
dchar * dcpar2 = ((dchar *) 0xff802200);
y-kit'kicic'k'kiticic'kiciiieiriiieieit'k'k'k'k'kic'kiciticicitie'kie'kicie'k'kic'kieiciricicicifirif'k'k'k'k'k'k^e'kiricicititir^
/* Main porgram (monitors the com ports) */
/■k'k'k'k'k'kitit'klc'kit'kiticltic'k'kic'k'k'kltic'k'k'kie'kic'kiclt'kit'k'k'k'k'kie'kiticieicicitlt'k'k'k'k'kifir'kiclriiitieic/
portMonitor (void){
int fake_slave(void);
struct fd_set readFds; 
struct fd_set saveFds; 
int width; 
int bytesRead;
int numFds; /* no. of fds */
int notFinished;
float fdel; /* used to delay control line */ 
int i,j;
/* create watchdog to monior ports 1 and 2 */ 
if((testidl = wdCreate()) == NULL)
printf("error creating watchdog for portl\n"); 
if((testid2 = wdCreate()) == NULL)
printf("error creating watchdog for port2\n");
/* set up the com ports and initialize the pipe devices */ 
portlnit ();
width = 0; 
colchk = 0; 
nocol = TRUE; 
cpuaptr->quit = 1;
cpuaptr->collstat = 0 ;  /* initially no collision */
cpuaptr->path = 0; /* initially not doing pre-prog, path */
notFinished = TRUE;
FD_ZERO (ssaveFds); /* initialize the set - all bits off */
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/* The width argument is the maximum file descriptor to
* be tested, plus one. The descriptors 0,1, up through
* and including width -1 are tested.
*/
FD_SET (portl, ssaveFds); /* Turn on bit for portl */
FD_SET (port2, ssaveFds); /* Turn on bit for port2 */
width = (portl > port2) ? portl : port2;
width++;
/***********★*********★*******★★********★★**********************/
/* begining of contiuous loop reading and writing to the ports */ 
/* and shared memory. */
while (notFinished == TRUE)( 
readFds = saveFds;
/* Pend on multiple file descriptors indefinitely using select 
* until one or more file descriptors become ready for reading. 
*/
if ((numFds=select(width,&readFds,NULL,NULL,NULL))==ERROR){ 
perror (" ERROR in select"); 
return (ERROR);
}
/* check if portl is ready to be read from */ 
if (FD_ISSET (portl, sreadFds))(
/* watchdog timer stuff for portl */
/* if too much time between received bytes assume an */
/* error occured and reset the byte counter */
/* (i e : begin looking for a new packet) */
/* each time a byte is received restart the timer */
/* between bytes */ 
wd Cancel(testidl);
/* reset packet byte counter if too much time eleapsed */
/* between bytes */
/* ie : begin looking for begining of next packet */ 
i f (wdvarl == 1)[ 
cntl = 0;
if(nocol == TRUE ){ /* if no collision */
/* change control line (out2/RTS low port2) */
/* disable port2 transmitter that was */
/* relaying bytes from portl */ 
dcname2->c = dcname2->c s, Oxfb;
)
/* printf("reset byte counter for portl\n"); */
]
wdvarl = 0 ;  /* clear time out variable */
/* start watchdog with timeout set for 10 clock cycles */
/* (approx 1/6 sec) */
if(wdStart(testidl, 10,wdfl agl ,0) == ERROR)
printf("error starting watchdog for portl\n");
if(cntl == 0)( /* if first byte of packet */
bzero (readbuf1, BUFFERSIZE); /* zero the buffer */
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if(nocol == T R UE) {
/* change control line (out2/RTS high port2) */
/* enable port2 transmitter */ 
dcname2->c = dcname2->c | 0x04;
/*approx. 1ms delay added because RTS line would 
end before packet. Now ends approx. 0.5ms after 
last byte of packet instead of before last byte, 
note: RS485 converter is jumpered for RTS control 
(not EXT). Forcel is jumpered such that out2 ends 
up at the RTS of the D B 9 . Change jumper field B20 
on forcel and remove the jumper between pins 2 & 15 
and replace it with a wire between pins 3 & 15. */
for(i = 0;i <= 500; --i) 
fdel = i * l .2345;
}
)
/* if portl is ready to be read, read 1 byte from port 1 */ 
if ((bytesRead = read (portl, readbuf1-cntl, 1)) > O K ) [
/* immediately write the received byte to the slave */ 
/* if no collision */ 
if(nocol == TR UE) {
if((write (port2, readbuf1-cntl, 1)) == ERROR) 
perror("error writing to port 2");
/*
printf("TS \t\t\t\t%d\t%d\n",cnt l ,read_buf1 [cntl]);
*/
]
/*
printf("FM %d\t%d\n",c n t l ,*(readbuf1+cntl));
*/
if((cntl == 0) & (*readbufl == 116)) 
printf("parm_pkt\n");
if((cntl == 6) & (*readbufl == 18))
printf("az = %d\t%d\n",*(readbuf1+4),*(readbuf1+5));
/* write the received byte to shared memory */ 
cpuaptr->packl [cntl] = *( readbuf l-<-cntl) ;
if (cpuaptr->pack1[0] == POS_PKT_LEN)
lastpkt->pos[cntl] = *(readbuflxcntl); 
else if (cpuaptr->packl[0] == CMD_PKT_LEN)
lastpkt->cmd[cntl] = *(readbuf1-cntl); 
else if (cpuaptr->packl[0] == PARM_PKT_LEN)[ 
lastpkt->parm[cntl] = *(readbuflxcntl);
/*
printf("PARM %d\t%d\n",c nt l ,*(readbuf1-cntl));
*/
]
++cntl;
if(*readbufl == cntl){ /* if last byte of pkt */
/* tell other cpu ok to read pkt */ 
cpuaptr->statusl = 1;
if(nocol == T R U E )(
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/* aprox 1ms delay, let last byte be trans */ 
for(i = 0; i <= 2500; *-i)
fdel = i * 1. 2 3 4 5 ;
/* change control line (out2/RTS low port2) */ 
/* disable transmitter on port2 */ 
dcname2->c = dcname2->c & Oxfb;
}
/* each time a complete packet is received update */ 
/* the collision status from shared memory */ 
if (cpuaptr->collstat == 0) 
nocol = TRUE;
else
nocol = FALSE;
/* if there is a collision this procedure will send * 
/* packets to the master and slave. The packets are 
/* read from shared memory */ 
if(nocol == FALSE) 
fake_slave();
cntl = 0 ;  /* reset byte counter */
}
}
]
/* check if port2 is ready to be read from */
if (FD_ISSET (port2, &readFds)){
/*★**********************★*******************************/
/* watchdog timer stuff for port2 */
/a*******************************************************/
/* each time a byte is received restart the timer between bytes */ 
wdCancel(testid2);
/* reset pkt byte cntr if too much time eleapsed between bytes */
/* ie ; begin looking for begining of next packet */
if(wdvar2 == 1)( 
cnt2 = 0;
if (nocol == T RU E ){
/* change control line (out2/RTS low portl) */ 
dcnamel->c = dcnamel->c & Oxfb;
]
/* pri ntf ("reset byte counter on port2\n"); */
)
wdvar2 = 0 ;  /* clear time out variable */
/* start watchdog with timeout=10 elk cycles (approx 1/6 sec) */ 
if(wdStart(testid2, 10,wdflag2,0) == ERROR)
printf("error starting watchdog for port2\n");
/•AT*******************************************************/
i f (cnt2 == 0)(
bzero (readbuf2, BUFFERSIZE); 
if(nocol == TRUE)(
/* change state of line (out2/RTS high portl) */
dcnamel->c = dcnamel->c | 0x04;
/* aprox 1ms delay before allow data trans */ 
for(j = 0;j <= 500; ++j ) 
fdel = j * 1. 2 3 4 5 ;
)
}
if ((bytesRead = read (port2, readbuf2+cnt2, 1)) > O K ) (
/* immediately write the received byte to the master *, 
/* if not doing a pre-programmed path or collision */ 
if(nocol == TRU E ){
if(write (portl, readbuf2+cnt2, 1) == ERROR) 
perror("error writing to port 1");
}
/* write received byte to shared memory */ 
cpuaptr->pack2[cnt2] = *(readbuf2+cnt2);
/*
printf("\t\t\tFS %d\t%d\n",cnt 2,*(readbuf2+cnt2));
*/
++cnt2;
if(*readbuf2 == cnt2){
cpuaptr->status2 = 1;
if (nocol == T RU E ){
/* aprox 1ms delay */ 
for(j = 0;j <= 2500; -r + j ) 
fdel = j *1.23 45;
/* change control line (out2/RTS low portl) 
dcnamel->c = dcnamel->c & Oxfb;
}
/*
for(cnt2=0;cnt2<=(*readbuf2)-1;++cnt2)
printf("%d ; %d\n",c nt 2 ,*(readbuf2+cnt2));
*/
cnt2 = 0;
}
/* read stop byte from CPUB */ 
if (cpuaptr->quit == 1)
notFinished = TRUE;
else {
notFinished = FALSE;
]
]
/* change line (out2/RTS low portl & 2) (disable transmitters) */ 
dcname2->c = dcname2->c & Oxfb; 
dcnamel->c = dcnamel->c & Oxfb;
/* put the old port options back */ 
ioctl(p o r t l ,FIOSETOPTIONS,optionsl); 
ioctl(p o r t 2 ,FIOSETOPTIONS,options2);
close(p ortl); /* close comportl when done */
close(port2); /* close comport2 when done */
/* cancel and delete the watchdog for port 1 and 2 */
wdCancel(testidl);
wdCancel(testid2);
wdDelete(testidl);
wdDelete(testid2);
return (OK);
]
/ ' a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* procedure called durring a watchdog time out for port 1 */
/* This porcedure is called if to much time elapsed between */
/* bytes while reading. It sets a global variable which is */
/* used to reset the byte counter when reading packe ts. */
/*************★************★****************************************/
wdflagl(void)[
wdvarl = 1 ;  /* set flag if too much time between bytes */
]
/*******************************************************************/
/* procedure called durring a watchdog time out for port 2 */
/ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
wdflag2(void)(
wdvar2 = 1 ;  /* set flag if too much time between bytes */
}
/************************************★***************************/
/* set up the com ports and pipes */
/* on Forcel /tcCo/1 = portl on Force2 /tcCo/0 = portl */
/* /tyCo/2 = port2 /tcCo/1 = port2 */
/* /tyCo/3 = port3 */
/*****************★**********************************************/
portlnit (void){
int *ptr;
/* intended to run on forcel (portl=master,port2=slave) */
if ((portl=open("/tyCo/1",UPDATE,0644))==ERROR) /* @3(3 ldt */ 
perror (" Error opening file \"/tyCc/l\"") ; 
else
printf ("Value of the fd for /tvCo/1 = %d \n", portl);
if ( (port2=open( "/tyCo/2", UPDATE, 0644 )) ==ERROR) /* (3(3(3 ldt */ 
perror (" Error opening file \"/tyCo/2\"") ; 
else
printf ("Value of the fd for /tyCo/2 = %d \n\n", p ort2);
/* put the old port options back */ 
optionsl = ioctl(p ort l,FIOGETOPTIONS,0);
printf("raw mode err# = %d\n",ioctl(portl,FIOSETOPTIONS,OPT_RAW)); 
options2 = ioctl(p ort 2,FIOGETOPTIONS,0);
printf("raw mode err# = %d\n”,ioctl(po rt2 ,FIOSETOPTIONS,OPT_RAW)); 
/* set baudrate = 19200 baud */
printf("baud rate err# = %d\n",ioctl(portl,FIOBAUDRATE,19200)); 
printf("baud rate err# = %d\n",ioctl(port2,FIOBAUDRATE,19200));
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/* clear the input and output buffers */
printf("clear I/O buf err# = %d\n",ioctl(p o r t l ,FIOFLUSH,0)); 
printf("clear I/O buf err# = %d\n",ioctl(p o r t 2 ,FIOFLUSH,0));
/* set RTS on com ports low (read mode) */
dcnamel->c = dcnamel->c & Oxfb;
dcname2->c = dcname2->c & Oxfb;
/* set channel mode one regs for async, even parity, 8 data bits */
dcparl->c = 0x17; 
dcpar2->c = 0x17;
return 0;
]
/★★★★★★★a*****************************************************/
/* fake slave procedure */
/* */
/* If a collision then master and slave don't communicate. */
/* The master is sent a packet to simulate the slaves */
/* response and the slave is sent the last good position */
/* packet before the collision occured each time a packet */
/* from the master is received. */
/* */
/* Packets to simulate the slave and to send to the master */
/* are retrieved from shared memory. Packets are put into */
/* shared memory by the program running on the other CPU. */
/★★★★★a*******************************************************/
fake_slave(void)[
int i ,astart,bstart,maxlen ; 
float fdel;
/* if shared memory has the packets to ship out */ 
if (cpubptr->send2 == 1){
/*
if (TRU E ){
*/
/* wait approximately 8ms */ 
for(i = 0;i <= 2500; ++i)
fdel = fdel * 1.23456;
/* change control line (out2/RTS high port 2) */ 
dcname2->c = dcname2->c | 0x04;
/* aprox 1ms delay */ 
for(i = 0;i <= 500; ++i)
fdel = i * 1. 2 3 4 5 ;
for(i = 0; i <= cpubptr->pack2[0] -1; ++i){
/* send byte from shared memory to port2 one byte */ 
/* at a time */
if(write (port2, scpubptr->pack2[i ], 1) == ERROR) 
perror("error writing to port 2"); 
printf("TSF %d\t%d\n",i ,cpubptr->pack2[i]);
)
cpubptr->send2 = 0; /* tell cpub trans done */
/* aprox 1ms delay before disable transmitter */ 
for(i = 0;i <= 2500; ++i)
fdel = i*1.234 5;
/* change control line (out2/RTS low port2) */ 
dcname2->c = dcname2->c & Oxfb;
/a***************************************************/
/* change control line (out2/RTS high port 1) */ 
dcnamel->c = dcnamel->c | 0x04;
/* aprox 1ms delay */ 
for(i = 0;i <= 500; ++i)
fdel = i *1.2 34 5;
for(i = 0; i <= cpubptr->packl[0] -1; -+i){
/* send byte from shared memory to portl one */ 
/* byte at a time */
if(write (portl, scpubptr->packl[i ], 1) == ERROR) 
perror("error writing to port 1"); 
printf("\t\t\tTMF %d\t%d\n",i ,cpubptr->pack1 [ i]);
]
cpubptr->sendl = 0 ;  /* tell cpub trans done */
/* aprox 1ms delay before disable transmitter */ 
for(i = 0;i <= 2500; ++i)
fdel = i *1.23 4 5;
/* change control line (out2/RTS low portl) */ 
dcnamel->c = dcnamel->c S Oxfb;
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/  * *
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/**
a******************************************************
this program name: c p u b .c
to complile and load this program: 
triall cpub.c (triall aliased in .cshrc) 
rlogin force3 
Id < cpub.o
start deneb, load the wi p_c ell .g s l , and run the 
simulation. Once the socket is open run this 
program by typing:
safe_sys (name of main procedure)
Authors: Bill O'Donnell 
Ashok Iyer
Dept, of Electrical Engineering 
University of Nevada Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154 
Phone : (702) 895-3566
last modified Aug 16, 1995
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * y
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
***** y
((include "vxWorks.h"
# include "s tdio.h"
#include "wdLib.h" /*
It include "logLib.h" /*
# include "ioLib.h" /*
{(include "stdlib.h" /*
FlOfunctions etc. */ 
ldiv_t for checksum */
^ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* statements needed for vxWorsk socket stuff */
^ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
tfinclude "fioLib.h"
#include "unistd.h"
((include "string, h"
#include "usrLib.h"
((include "errnoLib.h"
#include "hostLib.h"
((include "sockLib.h"
#include "socket.h"
((include "inetLib.h"
((include "in.h"
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* statements needed for shared memory */
^ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
typedef struct cpua Cpua; 
typedef struct cpub Cpub; 
typedef struct lastpkt Lastpkt;
struct cpua 
(
char statusl ;
char p ac kl[118
char status2;
char p ac k2[118
char collstat;
char path;
char sendl;
char send2;
char quit;
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];
struct cpub 
{
char
char
char
char
char
char
] ;
statusl; 
packl[118] 
status2; 
p ack2[118] 
sendl; 
send2;
struct lastpkt 
(
char
char
char
p o s [19] ; 
c m d [6]; 
parm [118'
Cpua * cpuaptr = ((Cpua *) 0x1300000);
Cpub * cpubptr = ((Cpub *) 0x1301000);
Lastpkt * lastpkt = ((Lastpkt *) 0x1302000);
/**********★************************************★****************/
/* statements needed for vxWorsk pipe / select stuff */
/**********************************************★*******★***★*****/
-include "taskLib.h" 
sinclude "selectLib.h" 
sinclude <pipeDrv.h> 
it include <svsLib.h>
IMPORT char sysBootHost []; /* VxWorks saves name of host booted from */
int clientSock; /* socket opened to server */
char stp ; /* 0 = go, -1 = stop */
int record; /* true to record, false to stop recording
int portblock; /* if true send master sig. to fake_slave */
int q t i m e ; /* time to quit (read from keyboard) */
int stcolchk;
sdefine BUFFERSIZE 
sdefine NUM_FDS 
sdefine MAX_NUM_MSG 
sdefine MSG_SIZE 117 
^define SECONDS
sdefine FILE_NAME
^define FORWARD
sdefine REVERSE
117 /* size of the buffer */
2 /* no. of fds used */
2 /* max. number of messages in pipe */
/* size of each message */
(1)
"datafile" 
+ 1
- 1
/* file to save pos info */
int prtlread,prt2read; /* 1 if ready to read port else 0 */
char cntl,cnt2; /* keep track of # bytes read */
char read_buf1[116],*readbuf1, write_buf1[116],*writebuf1;
char read_buf2[116],*readbuf2, write_buf2[116],*writebuf2;
short filecnt; /* = of pos_pkt info to save to datafile */
int fileopen; /* true or false if datafile is open */
int tempcnt; /* periodic cnt # pkts before save */
char colchk; /* collision check 0=no,l=yes,2=near miss */
int optionsl,options2; /* original port settings are saved */
int p o r t l ,port2,filel; /* holds file descriptors */
char old_buf1[116]; /* holds lost good pos before collision */
char file_buf[1000]; /* holds pos info until written to disk */
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/ A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
3
4
5
= def ine POS_PKT_TYPE
^define POS_PKT_LEN 18
^define CMD_PKT_TYPE
=define CMD_PKT_LEN 5
^define AC K_P KT_T Y P E
^define ACK_PKT_LEN 8
=define RETURN_PKT_TYPE
=define RETURN_PKT_LEN
idefine PARM_PKT_TYPE
=define PARM_PKT_LEN
6
6
2
116
/************★**************★************************************/ 
/* packet definition section */
/a***************************************************************/
struct pos_pkt(
char len; /* length = 18 */
char chksum;
char type; /* type = 3 */
char addr;
] ;
struct
struct
short joint_val[ 6 ] ; /* 0=azimuth.....6 = jc
cmd_pkt(
char len ; /* length = 5 */
char chksum;
char type; /* type = 4 */
char addr;
char command;
ack_pkt{
char len; /* length = 8 */
char chksum;
char type; /* type = 5 */
char addr;
short err_info;
short status_info;
return_pkt{
char len ; /* length = 6 */
char chksum;
char type ; /* type = 6 */
char addr ;
short va 1 ;
parm_pkt{
char len ; /* length = 116 */
char chksum;
char type; /* type = 2 */
char addr;
short prop_gain[6]; /* 0=azimuth,
short slew_rate[6];
short sv_out_limit[6] ;
char feedback_enable[6];
char fillerbyte;
short neg_range16];
.,6 = j aw */
short pos_range[6]; 
short cont_thresh[6]; 
short lag_thresh[6]; 
char joint_freez;
char sv_drivers;
short enable_err_chks; 
short filler;
struct pos_pkt 
struct ack_pkt 
struct cmd_pkt 
struct parm_pkt 
struct return_pkt
*pospkt; 
*ackpkt; 
*cmdpkt ; 
*parmpkt; 
♦returnpkt;
/* pointer to structurs
/ f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* UART setup for the com ports 1 and 2 on Forcel */
/ ★ ♦ ★ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* structure definition so I can write one character at a time to a 
specific memory location. The out2 bit of the UART is
jumpered to the RTS pin of the com port */
typedef struct dumbchar dchar;
struct dumbcharf
char c;
};
/* addr of output/misc. reg of UART (port 1) */ 
dchar * dcnamel = ((dchar *) Oxff80202b);
/* addr of channel mode reg 1 of UART (port 1) */ 
dchar * dcparl = ((dchar *) 0xff802020);
/* addr of receiver status reg of UART (port 1) */
dchar * dcstatl = ((dchar *) 0xff802038);
/* addr of output/misc. reg of UART (port 2) */ 
dchar * dcname2 = ((dchar *) 0xff80220b);
/* addr of channel mode reg 1 of UART (port 2) */
dchar * dcpar2 = ((dchar *) 0xff802200);
addr of receiver status reg of UART (port 2) */
 ^^  ^ — / / /A U "v* * \ A -P-PQAAAIOv ■/
" ctuui ui n s u m v e i  suduus reg 01 uaki ] 
dchar * dcstat2 = ((dchar *) 0xff802218);
/ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* main code segment */
/ ★ ★ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
void safe_sys(void)
(
int i;
char chksum(char *);
int dcd_pos_pkt(char *);
int dcd_cmd_pkt(char *);
int dcd_ack_pkt(char *);
int dcd_return_pkt(char *)
int dcd_parm_pkt(char *);
int timeout(v o i d ) ;
int encd_pos_pkt(char *);
int encd_ack_pkt(char *);
int encd_return_pkt(char *;
int pos_pkt_init(v o i d );
int ack_pkt_init(void);
int return_pkt_init(void);
int portInit(void); /* initialize pipes and com ports */
int keybrd(void); /* monitor keyboard */
int vxtask(void); /* continuously send pos data */
int vxsocket(void); /* initialize the vxWorks socket */
int read_file(in t); /* read pos info from datafile */
prtlread = 0; /* defalt port not ready to read */
prt2read = 0;
qtime = FALSE; /* not time to quit when starting */
cpuaptr->quit = 1; /* clear to stop CPUA prog */
cntl = 0 ;  /* start byte counters at zero */
cnt2 = 0;
filecnt = 0; /* # pos_pkt info saved to file */
tempcnt = 0;
fileopen = FALSE; /* wether or not a datafile is open */ 
portblock = FALSE; /* let the master talk to the slave */
readbuf1 = &read_buf1[0]; 
readbuf2 = &read_buf2[0]; 
writebufl = &write_buf1[0]; 
writebuf2 = &write_buf2[0];
cpubptr->sendl = 0 ;  /* bytes used to tell other processor
cpubptr->send2 = 0 ;  /* to send packets */
cpuaptr->path = 0 ;  /* initially not in pre-prog, path */
stcolchk = FALSE;
pos_pkt_init() /* initialize initial packet transmission */
ack_pkt_init(); 
return_pkt_init();
/* set up the com ports and initialize the pipe devices */ 
portlnit ();
/* Spawn the keybrd task to read the keyboard */ 
if ((taskSpawn ("keybrd", 100, VX_SUPERVISOR_MODE | VX_STDIO, 
20000, (FUNCPTR) keybrd, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)) 
== ERROR)(
perror ("Spawning keybrd task failed");
}
/* open a vxWorks socket to the indy */ 
vxsocket();
stp = 0;
/* Spawn the vxtask to continuously send pos data to SGI */ 
if ((taskSpawn ("vxtask", 100, VX_SUPERVISOR_MODE | VX_STDIO, 
20000, (FUNCPTR) vxtask, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)) 
== ERROR)[
perror ("Spawning vxtask failed");
]
/★*********★*******************************★*****★★**************/
/* begining of continuous loop */
/★a**************************************************************/
while((stp = = 0 )  || (stp == 1))[
/* relinguish CPU for sometime so tasks can be executed */ 
taskDelay (sysClkRateGet () / 30); 
if(cpuaptr->statusl == 1){
if((portblock == FALSE) & (read_buf1[2] == POS_PKT_TYPE)){ 
for (i = 0; i <= read_bufl[0] - 1; ++i) 
old_bufl[i] = read_buf1[i ] ;
)
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for (i = 0; i <= cpuaptr->packl[0] - 1; -*i) 
read_bufl[i] = cpuaptr->packl[i ] ;
/ *  tell cpua that cpub has read the shared mem info for port 1 */ 
cpuaptr->statusl = 0;
/* check for packet level errors in the check summ byte */
/* if (chksum(readbuf1) != 0)[ */
if(FALSE)(
/* printf("chksum(readbuf1) = % d\n",chksum(readbuf1)); */ 
printf("A checksum error has occured\n");
/* iqnore current packet and wait for next packet */
}
else if(read_bufl[2] == POS_PKT_TYPE){ 
dcd_pos_pkt(slastpkt->pos[0]);
for(i = 0 ;  i <= POS_PKT_LEN; ++i)
printf("%d\t%d\n",i ,lastpkt->p o s [ i ] ) ;
/* normaly send pos. pkt to slave */ 
if(portblock == F A LSE )(
encd_pos_pkt(writebufl); /* needed because of freez */ 
write_buf1[1] = 256 - chksum(writebufl);
/* write position information to datafile */ 
if(record == TRUE)(
/* write pos info to disk each 30 pos_pkts */ 
i f (tempcnt >= 30)[
for (i = 0;i < tempcnt; -r-i){
/* write data from buffer to file */ 
if (write (filel, &file_buf[i*14], 14) == ERROR) 
perror ("writing data to filel failed\n");
]
tempcnt = 0;
]
— filecnt;
-+tempcnt;
]
)
/* if (portblock==true) => if reading path from disk send all signals 
from master to fake_slave and send responce back out same port, 
slave and deneb receive info from datafile */ 
else [
/* in response to a pos_pkt trans ack_pkt to master */ 
writebufl = &write_buf1[0]; 
encd_ack_pkt(writebufl) ;
write_buf1[1] = 256 - chksum(writebufl);
if (cpubptr->sendl == 0){
for(i = 0;i <= write_buf1[0] -1; ++i){
printf("%d\t%d\n",i ,write_buf1[i ]); 
cpubptr->packl[i ] = write_buf1[i ];
)
/* send last good position before collision if no path */ 
/* or if path old_bufl holds the points along the path */ 
for(i = 0;i <= old_bufl[0] -1; ++i)
cpubptr->pack2[i ] = old_bufl[i];
cpubptr->send2 = 1;
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cpubptr->sendl = 1;
)
]
else if(read_buf1[2] == CMD_PKT_TYPE){ 
dcd_cmd_pkt(readbuf1);
if(portblock == TRUE)[
/* if command sent = 0,2,4,7 respond with ackpkt */ 
if ((cmdpkt->command = = 0 )  || (cmdpkt->command = = 2 )  ||
(cmdpkt->command = = 4 )  || (cmdpkt->command == 7)){ 
/* some how writebuf changed and would lock forcel */ 
writebufl = &write_buf1[0] ; 
encd_ack_pkt(writebufl);
write_buf1[1] = 256 - chksum(writebuf1);
i f (cpubptr->sendl == 0){
for(i = 0;i <= write_buf1[0] -1; +-i)
cpubptr->packl[i ] = write_buf1[i ];
for(i = 0;i <= old_bufl[0] -1; ^-^i)
cpubptr->pack2[i] = old_buf1[i ] ;
cpubptr->sendl = 1; 
cpubptr->send2 = 1;
}
)
/* if command sent = 1,3, respond with pospkt */ 
else i f ((cmdpkt->command = = 1 )  II (cmdpkt->command == 3))( 
/* some how writebuf changed and would lock forcel */ 
writebufl = &write_buf1[0] ; 
encd_pos_pkt(writebuf1);
wri.te_buf 1 [ 1 ] = 256 - chksum(writebuf 1) ;
if(cpubptr->sendl == 0)[
for(i = 0;i <= write_buf1[0] -1; ++i)
cpubptr->packl[i ] = write_buf1[i];
for(i = 0;i <= old_bufl[0] -1; f+i)
cpubptr->pack2[i ] = old_bufl[i];
cpubptr->sendl = 1; 
cpubptr->send2 = 1;
)
]
/* if command sent = 6, respond with returnpkt */ 
else i f (cmdpkt->command == 6)(
writebufl = &write_buf1[0]; 
encd_return_pkt(writebuf1); 
write_buf1[1] = 256 - chksum(writebuf1);
i f (cpubptr->sendl == 0){
for(i = 0 ; i <= write_buf 1 [ 0 ] -1; -r+i)
cpubptr->packl[i] = write_buf1[i ];
for(i = 0;i <= old_bufl[0] -1; ++i)
cpubptr->pack2[i ] = old_bufl[i];
cpubptr->send2 = 1;
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]
cpubptr->sendl = 1;
}
}
else
pri ntf ("unrecognized command\n");
)
else if(read_bufl[2] == PARM_PKT_TYPE){ 
dcd_parm_pkt(readbufl);
if(portblock == TRUE)(
/* some how writebuf would get changed and lock forcel */ 
writebufl = &write_buf1[0];
/* in response to a parm_pkt trans ack_pkt */ 
encd_ack_pkt(writebuf1);
write_buf1[1] = 256 - chksum(writebuf1);
if{cpubptr->sendl == 0)(
for(i = 0;i <= write_buf1[0] -1; ++i)
cpubptr->packl[i] = write_buf1 [ i ];
for(i = 0;i <= old_bufl[0] -1; -!-+i)
cpubptr->pack2[i ] = old_bufl[i];
cpubptr->sendl = 1; 
cpubptr->send2 = 1;
}
}
else
printf("Unrecognized packet type\n");
]
/* disable most processing of packets from the slave because there is 
a problem with atleast the dcd_ack_pkt. It overwrites the first 
two joint values in the data being sent to Tgrip */
if (cpuaptr->status2 == 1){ 
cpuaptr->status2 = 0;
for (i = 0; i <= cpuaptr->pack2[0] - 1; ++i)
read_buf2[i] = cpuaptr->pack2[i];
/*
i f (chksum(readbuf2) != 0)[
*/
if(FALSE){
printf("A checksum error has occured\n");
/* ignore current packet and wait for master to send another */
]
/*
else if(read_buf2[2] == POS_PKT_TYPE)[ 
dcd_pos_pkt(readbuf2);
]
else if(read_buf2[2] == RETURN_PKT_TYPE)( 
dcd_return_pkt(readbuf2);
]
else if (read_buf2[2] == ACK_PKT_TYPE)( 
dcd_ack_pkt(readbuf2);
]
else
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printf("Unrecognized packet type\n");
*/
)
if(qtime == TRUE)[
/* tell portMonitor porgram to stop */ 
cpuaptr->quit = 0;
stp = -1;
write_buf1[18] = stp;
/* stop socket_test */
send (clientSock, &write_buf1[4], 15, 0);
]
]
close (clientSock); /* close
printf (" \ n ...goodbye\n");
/********************************
/* close the com ports and files 
/********************************
/* delet the current tasks */ 
printf("%d\n ",taskDelete(taskNameTold("keybrd"))); 
printf("%d\n",taskDelete(taskNameToId("vxtask") ) ) ;
/* put the old port options back */ 
ioctl(por tl,FIOSETOPTIONS,options 1); 
ioctl(po rt2 ,FIOSETOPTIONS,options2);
close(p ort l); /* close comportl when done */
close(p o r t 2 ); /* close comport2 when done */
)
/***************************************★********★****************/
/* procedure converts two consecutive bytes (char) to a short */
/* sptr = pointer to result (short integer) */
/* cptr = pointer to first character (L S B ) to be converted */
/* the next character (MSB) is assumed to be at cptr+1 */
ctos(char *cptr,short *sptr)(
short tempi,temp2;
tempi = * (cptr+1); 
tempi = tempi << 8;
/* printf ("temp = t,d\t" , tempi) ; */
if((*cptr & 0x80) == 0x80)
temp2 = 128 + (*cptr & 0x7f);
else
temp2 = *cptr; 
tempi = tempi - temp2;
*sptr = tempi;
/* printf("*sptr = %d\n",*sptr); */
return 0;
]
the vxWorks socket with the indy */ 
and delete tasks */
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/* procedure converts an short to consecutive bytes (char) */
/* sptr = pointer to short integer to be converted */
/* cptr = pointer to first character (LSB) to be saved */
/* the next character (MSB) is assumed to be at cptr+1 */
/★★★a*************************************************************/
stoc(short *sptr,char *cptr){
short temp;
temp = *sptr;
*cptr = temp & Oxff;
*(cptr+l) = (temp >> 8) & Oxff;
return 0;
}
/* procedure decodes the position packet information */
/* in the input buffer and puts it in the position packet. */
/* ptr = pointer to the position packet structure */
/* cptr= char pointer->ptr (cptr is needed for dcd_header) */
dcd_pos_pkt(char *readbuf){
int i ,freeze = 0;
freeze = parmpkt->joint_freez;
pospkt->len = *readbuf; 
pospkt->chksum = *(readbuf+1); 
pospkt->type = *(readbuf+2); 
pospkt->addr = *(readbuf+3);
for(i = 0;i <= 6; ++i)( /* decode joint position info */
if((freeze & 0x01) == 0)
c t o s (readbuf+4+2*i,&pospkt->joint_val[i]); 
freeze = freeze >> 1;
/* printf("% d :%d\t",i ,pospkt->joint_val[i ]); */
]
/* printf("\n"); */
return 0;
}
/★a**************************************************************/
/* procedure decodes the command packet information */
/* in the input buffer and puts it in the command packet. */
/* ptr = pointer to the command packet structure */
/* cptr= char pointer->ptr (cptr is needed for dcd_header) */
dcd_cmd_pkt(char *readbuf)(
cmdpkt->len = *readbuf; 
cmdpkt->chksum = *(readbuf+2); 
cmdpkt->type = *(readbuf+2); 
cmdpkt->addr = *(readbuf+3);
cmdpkt->command = *(readbuf+4); /* write command to structure */ 
return 0;
/a***************************************************************/
/* procedure decodes the acknowledge packet information */
/* in the input buffer and puts it in the ack packet. */
/* ptr = pointer to the acknowledge packet structure */
/* cptr= char pointer->ptr (cptr is needed for dcd_header) */
/^****************************************************************/
dcd_ack_pkt(char *readbuf)(
ackpkt->len = *readbuf; 
ackpkt->chksum = *(readbuf+2); 
ackpkt->type = *(readbuf+2); 
ackpkt->addr = *(readbuf+3);
ctos(readbuf+4,&ackpkt->err_info); 
ctos (readbuf+6,&ackpkt->status_info);
return 0;
)
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* procedure decodes the return packet information */
/* in the input buffer and puts it in the return packet. */
/* ptr = pointer to the return packet structure */
/* cptr= char pointer->ptr (cptr is needed for dcd_header) */
dcd_return_pkt(char *readbuf)(
returnpkt->len = *readbuf; 
returnpkt->chksum = *(readbuf+2); 
returnpkt->type = * (readbuf+2); 
returnpkt->addr = *(readbuf+3);
ctos(readbuf+4,sreturnpkt->val); /* store the returned value */
return 0;
}
/* procedure decodes the parameter packet information */
/* in the input buffer and puts it in the parameter packet.*/
/* ptr = pointer to the parameter packet structure */
/* cptr= char pointer->ptr (cptr is needed for dcd_header) */
/ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
dcd_parm_pkt(char *readbuf){
int i,cnt = 4 ;  /* current position in buffer */
/*
dcd_header(readbuf,cptr);
for(i = 0;i <= 6; ++i)(
ctos(readbuf+cnt,sparmpkt->prop_gain[i ]); 
cnt += 2;]
for(i = 0;i <= 6; ++i)[
ctos(readbuf+cnt,sparmpkt->slew_rate[i ]); 
cnt += 2;)
for(i = 0;i <= 6; ++i)[
ctos(readbuf+cnt,sparmpkt->sv_out_limit[i ]); 
cnt += 2;)
for(i = 0;i <= 6; ++i){
parmpkt->feedback_enable[i ] = *(readbuf+cnt);
++cnt;)
parmpkt->fillerbyte = *(readbuf+cnt);
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— cnt ; 
fo r(i : 0 ; i <= 6; - + i ) {
ctos(readbuf+cnt,sparmpkt->neg_range[i]); 
cnt += 2 ; }
for(i = 0;i <= 6; -+i)[
ctos(readbuf+cnt,sparmpkt->pos_range[i] ); 
cnt += 2;}
for(i = 0;i <= 6; + + i){
ctos(readbuf+cnt,sparmpkt->cont_thresh[i ] ); 
cnt += 2; )
for(i = 0;i <= 6; ++i){
ctos(readbuf+cnt,sparmpkt->lag_thresh[ i ] ) ; 
cnt += 2;}
*/
cnt = 110;
parmpkt->joint_freez = *(readbuf+cnt);
--cnt;
parmpkt->sv_drivers 
--cnt;
*(readbuf+cnt) ;
cto s (readbuf+cnt,sparmpkt->enable_err_chks); 
cnt += 2;
cto s (readbuf+cnt,sparmpkt->filler) ; 
cnt += 2;
return 0;
]
/*************************************************★**************/
/* Procedure calculates and returns the m o d (sum/256). */
/* If checksum is correct should return zero. To calc */
/* checksum set chksum byte in buffer to zero, call this */
/* procedure, and subtract the result from 256. */
/* ie: *(buf+l)=0, *(buf+l)=256 - chksum(buf) */
/* buf = pointer to the input or output buf to use */
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /  
chksum(char *buf){
ldiv_t
int
long int 
char
sum = 0;
lx;
i ;
sum;
checksum;
/* long int div structure */
for(i = 0;i <= *(buf)-l; -+i) 
sum += * (buf+i);
lx = ldiv (sum,256L);
/*
printf("lx = %L\n",l x );
*/
checksum = lx.rem s Oxff; 
return checksum;
/* sum up all bytes */
/* sum mod 256 */
/* checksum = remainder */
/a***************************************************************/
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/* procedure encodes the header information in the */
/* structure and puts it in the output buffer */
/* cptr = pointer to the begining of packet structure */
/★★a*************************************************************/
encd_header(char *writebuf,char *cptr){
♦writebuf = *cptr;
*(writebuf+1) = * (cptr+1);
*(writebuf+2) = *(cptr+2);
*(w ritebuf+3) = *(cptr+3);
return 0;
}
/a***************************************************************/'
/* watchdog interupt routine */
/* This routine is called when a whold packet is not */
/* received. It tells it to start looking for a new */
/* packet from the master. */
/a***************************************************************/
/*
timeout(void){
++k ;
}
*/
/* initialize the vxWorks socket stuff */
/****************************************************************/
int vxsocket(void)
{
char *hostName; /* name of host running server, 0=boot host */ 
struct sockaddr_in serverAddr; /* server's address */
struct sockaddr_in clientAddr; /* client's address */
int nBytes; /* number bytes read from stdin */
char c;
char cbuf[14]; /* character buffer for position info */
for(c=0 ;c<=6;+ +c ) {
cbuf[2*c]=2*c; 
cbuf[2*c+l]=0;
}
hostName = NULL;
if (hostName == NULL)
hostName = sysBootHost;
/* Zero out the sock_addr structures.
* This MUST be done before the socket call.
*/
bzero ((char *) sserverAddr, sizeof (serverAddr)); 
bzero ((char *) &clientAddr, sizeof (clientAddr));
/* Open the socket.
* Use ARPA Internet address format and stream sockets.
* Format described in "socket.h".
*/
clientSock = socket (AF_IN ET, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
if (clientSock == ERROR) 
return (ERROR);
serverAddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
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serverAddr.sin_port = htons(llOO);
/* get server's Internet address */
if ((serverAddr.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_adar (hostName)) == ERROR &&
(serverAddr.sin_addr.s_addr = hostGetBvName (hostName)) == ERROR) 
(
printf ("Invalid host: \"%s\"\n", hostName); 
printErrno (errnoGet ()); 
close (clientSock); 
return (ERROR);
]
printf ("Server's address is % x :\ n " ,h t onl (serverAddr.sin_addr.s_addr)) ;
if (connect (clientSock, (struct sockaddr *)sserverAddr, 
sizeof (serverAddr)) == ERROR)
[
printf ("Connect failed:\n"); 
printErrno (errnoGet ()); 
close (clientSock); 
return (ERROR);
}
printf ("Connected...\n");
return 0;
}
^/****************************************************************^/
/* procedure encodes the position packet information */
/* in pos_pkt structure and puts it in the output buffer */
/* ptr = pointer to the position packet structure */
/* cptr= char pointer->ptr (cptr is needed for encd_header)*/
^****************************************************************/
encd_pos_pkt(char *wbuf)(
int i ;
* (wbuf) = POS_PKT_LEN;
*(wbuf+l) = 0;
* (wbuf+2) = POS_PKT_TYPE;
*(wbuf+3) = 0;
for(i = 0;i <= 6; ++i) /* encode joint position info */
st o c (&pospkt->joint_val[i ],wbuf+4 + 2* i );
return 0;
)
/* procedure encodes the acknowledge packet information */
/* in ack_pkt structure and puts it in the output buffer */
/* ptr = pointer to the acknowledge packet structure */
/* cptr= char pointer->ptr (cptr is needed for encd_header)*/
encd_ack_pkt(char *wbuf){
* (wbuf) = ACK_PKT_LEN;
*(wbuf+l) = 0;
*(wbuf+2) = ACK_PKT_TYPE;
*(wbuf+3) = 0;
stoc(&ackpkt->err_info,wbuf+4); 
sto c(&ackpkt->status_info,wbuf+6);
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*(wbuf-4) = 0;
*(wbuf-5) = 0;
*(wbuf~6) = 0;
*(wbuf~7) = 0;
return 0;
}
/* procedure encodes the return packet information */
/* in return_pkt and puts it in the output buffer */
/* ptr = pointer to the return packet structure */
/* cptr= char pointer->ptr (cptr is needed for encd_header)*/
encd_return_pkt(char *wbuf)(
* (wbuf) = RETURN_PKT_LEN;
♦(wbuf^l) = 0;
* (wbuf^2) = RETURN_PKT_TYPE;
*(wbuf-3) = 0;
stoc(sreturnpkt->va l,wb uf ~ 4 );
return 0;
}
/ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* procedure inializes the first position packet */
/★★★a************************************************************/
pos_pkt_init(void){ 
int i ;
pospkt->len = POS_PKT_LEN; 
pospkt->chksum = 0; 
pospkt->type = POS_PKT_TYPE;
pospkt->addr = 0 ;  /* from slave to master */
for(i = 0;i <= 6; ->- + i)
pospkt->joint_val[i] = 0; /* initial defalt position */
return 0;
)
/****************************************************************/
/* procedure inializes the first ack packet */
ack_pkt_init(void)(
ackpkt->len = ACK_PKT_LEN; 
ackpkt->chksum = 0; 
ackpkt->type = ACK_PKT_TYPE;
ackpkt->addr = 0 ;  /* from slave to master */
ackpkt->err_info = 0; /* initial defalt settings */
ackpkt->status_info = 8;
return 0;
/★★★it* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* procedure inializes the first return packet */
/★★a*************************************************************/
return_pkt_init(void){
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returnpkt->len = RETURN_PKT_LEN; 
returnpkt->chksum = 0; 
returnpkt->type = RETURN_PKT_TYPE;
returnpkt->addr = 0; /* from slave to master */
returnpkt->val = 0; /* initial defalt settings */
return 0;
]
/*****************************************★**************★**★****/
/* set up the com ports and pipes */
portlnit (void)[ 
int *ptr;
/* intended to run on forcel (portl = master, port2 = slave) */
if ((portl = open ("/tyCo/1", UPDATE, 0644 )) == ERROR) /* (ara@ ldt */
perror (" Error opening file \"/tyCo/l\"") ; 
else
printf ("Value of the fd for /tyCo/1 = %d \n", portl);
if ((port2 = open ("/tyCo/2", UPDATE, 0644)) == ERROR) /* ldt */
perror (" Error opening file \"/tyCo/2\"") ; 
else
printf ("Value of the fd for /tyCo/2 = %d \n\n", port2);
/* save old port options and set for raw data mode */
optionsl = ioctl(portl,FIOGETOPTIONS,0);
printf(”set raw mode err# = %d\n",ioctl(p or tl,FIOSETOPTIONS,OPT_RAW)); 
options2 = ioctl(port2,FIOGETOPTIONS,0);
printf("set raw mode err# = %d\n",ioctl(p or t2,FIOSETOPTIONS,OPT_RAW)); 
/* set baudrate = 19200 baud */
printf ("baud rate err# = %d\n11, ioctl ( p o r t l , FIOBAUDRATE, 19 200 )) ; 
printf("baud rate err# = %d\n",ioctl(p o r t 2 ,FIOBAUDRATE,19 200));
/* clear the input and output buffers */
printf("clear I/O buf err# = % d\n",ioctl(p ort l,FIOFLUSH,0)); 
printf("clear I/O buf err# = % d\n",ioctl(p o r t 2 ,FIOFLUSH,0));
/* set RTS on com ports low (read mode) */ 
dcnamel->c = dcnamel->c & Oxfb;
dcname2->c = dcname2->c & Oxfb;
/* set channel mode one regs for async, even parity, 8 data bits */ 
dcparl->c = 0x17; 
dcpar2->c = 0x17;
return 0;
)
/* procedure reads the datafile */
read_file(int direction)(
short len;
int i,j,start,end;
stp = 0 ;  /* stop byte */
/* open the datafile for reading */
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if ((filel=open("/usr/people/robotics/bill/"FILE_NAME,READ,0644))==ERROR) 
perror (" Error opening datafile ") ;
/* set the current file offset to 0 */ 
ioctl (filel,FIOSEEK,0);
/* read length of file, 1st two bytes */
/* use writebuf2 so master packets (using writebufl) won't overwrite */ 
if (read (filel, writebuf2, 2) == ERROR)
perror ("reading length of filel failed\n");
/* convert the two char to a short int (len = file length) */ 
ctos(writebuf2,&len) ;
if(direction == FORWARD)[ /* direction = +1 -> read forward */
start = 0; 
end = len;
}
else{ /* direction = -1 -> read in reverse */
start = len-1; 
end = -1;
}
/* set the file offset to start position */ 
ioctl (filel,FIOSEEK, 2 + start*14);
/* read the starting position */
if (read (filel, writebuf2+4, 14) == ERROR)
perror ("error reading pos info from file\n");
prin tf("deneb moving arm to start position\n");
/* tell socket prog next pos is start pos */ 
stp = 1;
write_buf2[18] = stp;
/* send starting joint positions through vxworks socket */ 
send (clientSock, &write_buf2[4), 15, 0);
/* tell cpua to block ports for pre-prog path */ 
portblock = TRUE; 
cpuaptr->path = 1;
/* wait for deneb controled move to starting pos to finish */ 
w h i l e (stp == 1)(
/* release the cpu to monitor keyboard */ 
taskDelay (sysClkRateGet () / 30);
/* read status of continuous loop */ 
recv (clientSock, &write_buf2[4], 16, 0); 
stp = write_buf2[18];
/* printf("stp = %d\n",stp); */ 
colchk = write_buf2[19];
/* printf("collision status = %d\n",col c h k ); */
if (stp == 1)(
/* can add delay statement to slow playback or */
/* delete some position data to speed the playback */
if (colchk == 0){
write_buf2[0] = POS_PKT_LEN; 
write_buf2[1] = 0; 
write_buf2[2 j = POS_PKT_TYPE; 
write_buf2[3j = 1;
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/* calculate the checksum for the pos_pkt */
writebuf2 = &write_buf2[0] ;
write_buf2[1] = 256 - chksum(writebuf2);
/* when the fake slave is called it will send the slave */ 
/* oldbufl, which is now the pos_pkts needed to get to */ 
/* start of path */
for(i = 0;i <= write_buf2[0] -1; ++i)
old_bufl[i] = write_buf2[i ] ;
]
)
)
/* wait for pre-programmed arm move to be completed */
/* read the file as normal if no collisions have occured on */
/* the way to the starting point */ 
i f (colchk == 0)[
printf("begining pre-programmed path\n");
/* read the datafile beginging at the second position */ 
for(i = start + direction;i != end; i = i - direction)!
/* release the cpu to monitor ports and keyboard */
/* and allow the slave time to respond to pospkt */ 
taskDelay (sysClkRateGet () / 30);
/* set the file offset */ 
ioctl (filel,FIOSEEK,2+i*14);
if (read (filel, writebuf2+4, 14) == ERROR)
perror ("read pos info from file\n");
/* send joint pos. & stop byte to vxWorks socket */ 
write_buf2[18] = stp;
send (clientSock, writebuf2+4, 15, 0);
/* receive collision status from vxWorks socket */ 
recv (clientSock, scolchk, 1, 0);
/* printf("collision check = %d\n",colch k); */
write_buf2[0] = POS_PKT_LEN; 
write_buf2[1] = 0; 
write_buf2[2] = POS_PKT_TYPE; 
write_buf2[3] = 1;
/* calculate the checksum for the pos_pkt */ 
write_buf2[1] = 256 - chksum(writebuf2); 
writebuf2 = &write_buf2[0];
/*
for(j = 0;j <= 17; + + j )
printf("%d : %d\n", j ,* (writebuf 2-rj )) ;
*/
/* send the new position packet to port2 if no collision */ 
if (colchk == 0){
/* when the fake slave is called it will send the slave */
/* oldbufl which is now the pos_pkts for the path */ 
for(i = 0 ; i <= write_buf 2 [ 0] -1; -^-i) 
old_bufl[i] = write_buf2[i ];
)
else (
printf("a collision or near miss has occured durring "
"the pre-programmed move\n"); 
printf("stoping execution of pre-programmed path\n");
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i = end - direction;
)
}
}
else{
printf("a collision has occured while moving to the starting 
position\n");
printf("halting pre-programmed path execution\n");
}
close (filel); /* close the datafile */
cpuaptr->path = 0; /* tell cpua that done with pre-prog path */
return 0;
]
/* read keyboard and if q is entered then set counter to stop loop */
keybrd(v o i d )(
char c ,temp[2]; 
int notdone;
int vxtask(void); /* continuously send pos data */
int i /j ; 
float fdel;
notdone = TRUE;
wh ile (notdone){
if(c != 10){ /* don't print if a return is entered */
printf("Hit :\n"); 
printf("\tb\tBegin Recording\n"); 
printf("\th\tHalt Recording\n\n"); 
printf("\ts\tSave datafile\n\n"); 
printf("\tf\tPlay Forward\n" ) ; 
printf("\tr\tPlay Reverse\n\n"); 
printf("\tc\tStart Collision Checks\n\n"); 
printf("\tq\tQuit\n") ;
)
c = getchar();
if(c == 'b')(
record = TRUE; 
if (fileopen == FALSE)[
printf("opening "FILE_NAME" for writing\n"); 
fileopen = TRUE;
if((filel=open("/usr/people/robotics/current_code/shmem/"FILE_NAME,
0_CREAT|WRITE, 0644))==ERROR)
perror (" Error opening file \"datafile\"") ;
/* zero out both characters */ 
filecnt = 0;
stoc(&filecnt,&temp[0]);
/* zero out length (first two characters) */ 
if (write (filel, &temp[0], 2) == ERROR)
perror ("writing lenqth of filel failed\n");
}
else
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printf("continuing with "FILE_NAME"/n");
]
else if(c == 'h ' ){
printf("halting recording process\n"); 
record = FALSE;
)
else if (c == ' s ' ) {
if (fileopen == TRUE)( 
record = FALSE; 
printf("saving and closing "FILE_NAME"\n");
/* set the current file offset to 0 */ 
ioctl (filel,FIOSEEK,0);
sto c(&filecnt,s t e m p [0]);
/* write length of file to first two characters */ 
if (write (filel, &temp[0], 2) == ERROR)
perror ("writing length of filel failed\n");
/* close the datafile */ 
close (filel); 
fileopen = FALSE;
)
else
printf("no file currently open to save\n");
]
else if ((c == 'f') II (c == 'r')){
if ((parmpkt->joint_freez) < 127)
printf("waiting for arm to be frozen\n");
/* make sure the master is frozen before doing a pre-prog path */
/* look for consecutive identical position packets */
/* durring move master and slave don't communicate */
/* set portblock = TRUE and nocol = TRUE */
portblock = TRUE;
/* delete the task that continuously sends data */ 
taskDelete(taskNameToId("vxtask"));
if(c == 'f')
read_file(FORWARD);
else
read_file(REVERSE) ;
/* let the master talk to the slave again */
/* have the operator unfreeze the arm so the master gets the current 
/* position, if done right this should keep the manipulator from */
/* jumping to a new position when control is returned */
portblock = FALSE;
/* Spawn the vxtask to continuously send pos data to SGI */ 
if ((taskSpawn ("vxtask", 100, VX_SUPERVISOR_MODE | VX_STDIO,
20000, (F U NCP TR) vxtask, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0))
== ERROR)(
perror ("Spawning vxtask failed");
}
)
else i f (c == 'q ')(
qtime = TRUE;
]
else i f (c == 'c ' ) (
stcolchk = TRUE;
)
1
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}
/************************************************************************
/* send and receive data to SGI (vxworks socket) ,
/★★a*********************************************************************/
vxtask(void)(
int encd_pos_pkt(char *);
char temp_buf[20];
wh i l e (T RU E ){
/* update buffer with current position info */
/*
encd_pos_pkt(&write_bufl[0]);
*/
encd_pos_pkt(&temp_buf[0]); 
printf("az = %d\t%d\n",temp_buft4],temp_buf[5]);
/*
write_buf1[18] = stp;
*/
temp_buf[18] = stp;
/* send p o s . & stop bvte to vxWorks socket */
/*
send (clientSock, &write_buf1[4], 15, 0);
*/
send (clientSock, &temp_buf[4], 15, 0);
/* receive collision status from vxWorks socket */ 
recv (clientSock, &colchk, 1, 0);
if (stcolchk == TRUE)
cpuaptr->collstat = colchk;
else
cpuaptr->collstat = 0;
/* only update portblock if not doing a pre-prog path */ 
if(cpuaptr->path == 0)( 
if (colchk != 0) 
portblock = TRUE; 
else
portblock = FALSE;
)
/*
printf("collision check = % d\n",c olchk);
*/
]
]
* 
\
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this program name : wip_cell.gsl
to load the program start tgrip, load the 
workcell "argonne_smooth", click the motion button, 
click the load button (use the select device option 
and chose the titan-7f) goto the titan_7f dir, 
then the TITAN_7F dir, and chose w i p _ c e l l .g s l .
to begin the simulation click run and chose a port 
number. Next start the temp.c program on forcel.
Due to slow socket communication with sgi_socket.c 
each READ had to be followed by a WRITE statement.
(some kind of handshaking I guess) Note: the built 
in drivers get_int etc. could only send all the data 
twice a second. Using READ & WRITE as before it 
went to about five a second. The current method can 
send and receive all the information 50 times a second, 
much faster than the collisions can be calculated.
When running this program it does about 10 collision 
checks a second if the graphics is turned off (i.e., 
simulation mode set to animation o f f ) . When set 
to wireframe with animation on it does about five 
collision checks a second. Both are assuming the 
argonne_smooth workcell was loaded (smoothed out 
model of the Titan-7F).
Authors: Bill O'Donnell
Ashok Iyer
Dept, of Electrical Engineering 
University of Nevada Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154 
Phone : (702) 895-3566
last modified Aug 9, 1995
PROGRAM wipcell
variable declaration section
VAR
q:
temp: 
i,colchk: 
st p:
mes_int:
unit_number, port_number: 
c_program, host_name: 
message: 
nullmsg:
A R R A Y [7]
A R R A Y [7]
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
STRING
STRING
STRING
Of REAL 
of REAL
procedure is called each time the screen is updated if 
deneb is moving the arm to a new position 
(i.e., move to the first point in a pre-programed path) 
each time it is called it passes the new joint 
positions to sgi_socket.c
procedure move_to_start() 
begin
-- send stop byte to sgi_socket.c
READ_LINE(#unit_number,nullmsg) 
message = STR('%g', stp)
WRITE #unit_number,(message, cr)
IF (stp == 0) THEN -- if arm has reached final position
DISABL E(1)
ENDIF
IF (stp == 1) THEN -- if arm not at final position yet
-- colchk = 0,1,2, no collision, collision, near miss 
-- have tgrip see if a collision is occuring 
colchk = COLLISIONS(WORKCELL)
-- send collision status to sgi_socket.c 
READ_LINE(#unit_number,nullmsg) 
message = STR('%g', colchk)
WRITE 4unit_number,(message, cr)
-- stop transmission on update if collision 
IF (N O T (colchk == 0)) THEN 
DISABLE(1)
ENDIF
-- IF (colchk == 0) THEN - - n o  collision occured
FOR i = 1 to 6 DO
-- get current joint positions from tgrip 
te m p [i] = JOINTVAL(i)
-- convert floats to ints
-- 11.3777777 bits/deg if 12bits/360deg
mes_int = temp[i] * 11.3777777
-- send positions to sgi_socket.c 
READ_LINE(#unit_number,nullmsg) 
message = STR('%g', mes_int)
WRITE #unit_number,(message, cr)
ENDFOR
-- get current gripper position from tgrip 
t e m p [7] = JOINTVAL(7)
-- convert floats to ints 
-- 40.96 bits/mm if 12bits/10mm 
mes_int = t e m p [7] * 40.96
-- send positions to sgi_socket.c 
READ_LINE(#unit_number,nullmsg) 
message = STR('%g', mes_int)
WRITE #unit_number,(message, cr)
-- ENDIF
ENDIF
end
-----------  Main Program Section
BEGIN MAIN
-- durring the move to the begining of a pre-programmed 
-- path Tgrip will send -10 positions a second
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SSTEPSIZE = 0.1 -- set Tgrip move updates to 10/sec
stp = 0  -- vxworks controls movements
colchk = 0  -- for debuging purposes
unit_number = 5 
nullmsg = ' '
-- everything in workcell in collision queue 
CHECK ALL
-- remove parts which are unlikely to collide 
-- (base and hydralic pistons)
-- parts . 2 , . 3 , .5,&.7d were smothed to speed collision checks 
C L I ("EXCLUDE PART 'T ITAN-7F:TITAN-7F.0' FROM 'Dummy'")
CLI ("EXCLUDE PART 'TIT AN-7F:TITAN-7F.1' FROM 'Dummy'")
C L I ("EXCLUDE PART 'TIT AN-7F:TITAN-7F.2 a ' FROM 'Dummy'")
C L I ("EXCLUDE PART 'TIT AN-7F:TIT AN-7F.2 b ' FROM 'Dummy'")
CLI("EXCLUDE PART 'TIT AN-7F:TIT AN-7F.3 a ' FROM 'Dummy'")
CLI("EXCLUDE PART 'TI TAN-7F:TIT AN-7F.3 b ' FROM 'Dummy'")
SET NEAR_MISS TO 100 -- near miss check = 100mm
-- how to turn of graphics (for speed) from the GSL code ?
READ_KBD('Enter port number <2000, 8000>', port_number) 
c_program='/usr/people/robotics/current_code/shmem/sgi_socket' 
host_name='localhost'
init_port_socket(host_name,c_program,port_number,unit_number)
- - setup for move_to_start procedure
-- only call if (stp == 1), i e : deneb moves arm to start pos 
WHEN (stp == 1) DO move_to_start() AS 1 
-- call just before each update 
When_mask(1, CHK_ON_UPDATE)
WHILE ((stp == 0) OR (stp == 1)) DO -- if stp = -1 stop loop
-- check to see if time to stop the loop 
READ_LINE(#unit_number,message) 
stp = VAL(message)
WRITE #unit_number,(nullmsg, cr)
-- normal opperation (get joint pos from sgi_socket.c )
IF (stp == 0) THEN
FOR i = 1 to 6 DO
READ_LINE(#unit_number,m e ss age )
WRITE Ounit_number,(nullmsg, cr) 
mes_int = VAL(message)
-- 11.3777777 bits/deg if 12bits/360deg 
q [i ] = mes_int / 11.3777777 
if (i == 1) then
q [i ] = - q[i] - 90
endif
-- linear pot 
if (i == 2) then
q[i] = (q[i]*11.3 777777*279.4/4 09 6)-r3 93.69 + 13 9.7 
q [ i ] = - ACOS ( (48796.81-f-232767.65-q[i]*q[i] ) /
(2 * 220.9 * 482.42)) + 62.6 -r 15
endif
-- linear pot doesn't use full range 
if (i == 3) then
q[i]=(q[i]*ll.3777777*254/3500) - 419.1 - 127 
q[i]=-ACOS((290833.7+20810.948- q [i ]* q [i ]) /
(2 * 539.29 * 144.26)) + 180 - 10
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endif
if (i == 4 ) then
q [i ] = -q[i] + 10
endif
if (i == 5) then
q [i ] = -q[i] " 6
endif
MOVE JOINT i TO q[i] IMMEDIATE
ENDFOR
READ_LINE(#unit_number,m e s sag e)
WRITE #unit_number,(nullmsg, cr) 
mes_int = VAL(message)
-- 40.96 bits/mm if 12bits/10mm 
q [7] = - (mes_int / 40.96 ) + 24 
MOVE JOINT 7 TO q[7] IMMEDIATE
SIM_UPDATE
--colchk = 0,1,2, no collision, collision, near miss 
-- have tgrip see if a collision is occuring 
colchk = COLLISIONS(WORKCELL)
-- send collision status to sgi_socket.c 
READ_LINE(#unit_number,nullmsg) 
message = STR('%g', colchk)
WRITE #unit_number,(message, cr)
ENDIF
-- deneb handles move to starting of pre-programed path 
IF (stp == 1) THEN
-- enable the socket transmission on update 
-- i e : move_to_start() procedure at begining 
ENABLE(1)
--get position to move to (get starting position)
FOR i = 1 to 6 DO -- get first 6 join positions
READ_LINE(#unit_number,message)
WRITE #unit_number, (nullmsg, cr) 
mes_int = VAL(message)
-- 11.3777777 bits/deg if 12bits/360deg 
q [i ] = mes_int / 11.3777777 
MOVE JOINT i TO q [i ] SIMUL
ENDFOR
-- read last joint pos and begin move of all joints 
mes_int = VAL(message)
-- 40.96 bits/mm if 12bits/10mm 
q [7] = mes_int / 40.96 
READ_LINE(#unit_number,messag e)
WRITE #unit_number,(nullmsg, cr)
-- all joints begin and end motion at same time 
MOVE JOINT 7 TO q[7] NOSIMUL
-- disable transmission on update after move complete 
DISABLE(1)
-- tell sgi_socket.c that move is complete 
READ_LINE(#unit_number,nullmsg)
stp = 0  -- means the move is done (stp <> -1)
message = STR('%g', stp)
WRITE #unit_number,(message, cr)
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ENDIF
ENDWHILE
close_port_socket(unit_number)
...........  END MAIN............
END wipcell
port_sock.inc : Deneb socket utilities ( init_port_socket etc.) 
#include "/usr/people/robotics/bill/port_sock.inc"
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f i t * * it
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
y  it * * *
************************************************************^
to compile this program:
cc sgi_socket.c nettools.o ports_lib.o -o sgi_socket 
sgi_socket.c : this program
nettools.o: Deneb network packet utilities
ports_lib.o: Deneb socket utilities
sgi_socket: the exicutable after compilation
serverDemo.h "must be in current directory
this program is called from wip_cell.gsl which 
runs in TGRIP
This program is the intermediate step for all 
communications between the Force boards and the S G I .
It receives position data from Forcel and relays it 
to Tgrip and then waits to receive the collision 
status of the last move and sends it to Forcel.
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if include <stdio.h> 
Sinclude <string.h> 
if include <device.h> 
#include <stdlib.h>
if include <sys/types. h> /* includ files needet for vxWorks */ 
#include <sys/socket.h> 
ffinclude <netinet/in. h> 
ftinclude "serverDemo.h"
# if defined(HOST_HP)
void bzero (s, 
char *s; 
int n;
{
memset (s, 
)
tfendif
n)
'\0', n)
/*
/*
zero out sock_addr 
for vxWorks */
structures */
/* declarations for vxWorks socket */
int sock, snew; /* socket fd's */
struct sockaddr _in serverAddr; /* server's address */
struct sockaddr _in clientAddr; /* client's address */
int client_len; /* length of clientAddr */
char c ;
extern int errno; /* for UNIX error referencing
/*deneb socket function definition */
int getint(int, int *);
int sendint(int, int *);
char cbuf[16] 
short sbuf [7]; 
int ibuf[7 ] ; 
float p o s [7]; 
char stp;
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
position info (char format) */ 
position info (short int) */ 
position info (integer) */ 
pos info (float format) */
0 = go, 1 = stop */
int colchk; /* 0 = no c o l , 1 = a col, 2 = near miss */
int stopint; /* stp but an integer for deneb */
int no_use; /* just like it sounds */
/a***************************************************************/
main( argc, argv )
int argc; 
char **argv;
(
int i, sockdsc;
int vxsock(void); 
int vxread(void);
stp = 0;
/* init the deneb socket */ 
init_a_port_socket(argc, argv, ssockdsc);
vxsock(); /* init vxWorks socket */
/* continuous loop untill stop bit is received (from PC => -1) */ 
while((stp = = 0 )  || (stp == 1))[
vxread(); /* read pos info from vxworks */
/* send stop byte to deneb */ 
sendint(sockdsc, sstopint); 
getint(sockdsc, sno_use);
if (stp == 0) {
/* send position data to deneb */ 
for(c = 0;c <= 6; ++c){
sendint(sockdsc, &ibuf[c]); 
getint(sockdsc, &no_use);
)
/* read int from deneb (collision status) */ 
sendint(sockdsc, sno_use); 
getint(sockdsc, scolchk);
/* pri ntf ("collision status = %d\n",colchk); */
c = colchk; /* convert int to char */
/* send collision status to vxWorks socket */ 
send (snew, &c, 1, 0);
}
if (stp == 1)(
/* send position data to deneb */ 
for(c = 0;c <= 6; ++c)[
sendint(sockdsc, &ibuf[c]); 
getint(sockdsc, sno_use);
)
/* loop reading joint positions until move complete */ 
while (stp == 1)[
/* read status of continuous loop from deneb */ 
sendint(sockdsc, &no_use); 
getint(sockdsc, sstopint);
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/* convert int to char */ 
stp = stopint & Oxff;
if (stp == 1){
/* read collision status of current move */ 
sendint(sockdsc, &no_use); 
getint(sockdsc, scolchk);
/* printf("collision status = % d\n",colchk); */
/* get position data from deneb */ 
for(c = 0;c <= 6; ++c)(
sendint(sockdsc, &no_use); 
getint(sockdsc, &ibuf[c]);
/* update char buf if no collision */ 
i f (colchk == 0) [
/* convert int to short */ 
sbuf[c] = ibuf[c];
/* short to char */ 
stoc(ssbuf[c],scbuf[2*c]);
/* printf("%d : %d\n",c,sbuf[c]); */
}
]
c = colchk; /* int to char */ 
cbuf[15] = c; 
cbuf[14] = stp;
/* send pos, stop byte, & colchk to vxworks */ 
send (snew, &cbuf[0], 16, 0);
/* printf("\n"); */
]
/* if stp == 0 */ 
cbuf[14] = stp;
c = colchk; /* int to char */ 
cbuf[15] = c;
/* send pos data, stop byte, & colchk to vxworks */ 
send (snew, &cbuf[0], 16, 0);
]
]
]
close_a_port_socket(sockdsc); /* close deneb socket */
close (sock); /* close vxWorks sockets */ 
close (snew);
printf ("\ n...goodbye\n");
}
/*********★*********************★★*****★*************************/
/* vxWorks socket initialization routine */
/* (code cut from VxWorks app-note via e-mail) */
^****************************************************************/
vxsock(void)(
/* Zero out the sock_addr structures.
* This MUST be done before the socket calls.
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*/
bzero (sserverAddr, sizeof (serverAddr)); 
bzero (sclientAddr, sizeof (clientAddr));
/* Open the socket.
* Use ARPA Internet address format and stream sockets.
* Format described in "socket.h".
*/
sock = socket (AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
if (sock == -1)
exit (1);
/* Set up our internet address, and bind it so the client 
/* can connect.*/
serverAddr.sin_family = AF_INET; 
serverAddr.sin_port = htons(SERVER_NUM);
printf ("\nBinding SERVER\n", serverAddr.sin_port);
if (bind (sock, (struct sockaddr *)sserverAddr, 
sizeof (serverAddr)) == -1){
printf ("bind failed, errno = %d\n", errn o); 
close (sock); 
exit (1);
}
/* Listen, for the client to connect to us. */
printf ("Listening to client\n");
if (listen (sock, 2) == -1){
printf ("listen failed\n"); 
close (sock); 
exit (1);
]
/* The client has connected. */ 
printf ("Accepting CLIENT\n"); 
client_len = sizeof (clientAddr);
snew=accept(sock,(struct sockaddr *)sclientAddr,&client_len);
if (snew == -1) (
printf ("accept failed\n"); 
close (sock); 
exit (1);
]
printf ("CLIENT: port = %d: family = %d: addr = %lx:\n",
nt ohs (clientAddr.sin_port), clientAddr.sin_family, 
ntohl(clientAddr.s in_addr.s_add r));
return 0;
}
/ft***************************************************************/
/* procedure reads position info from the vxworks socket, */
/* in character format, converts it to short ints. */
/★a**************************************************************/
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vxread(void){
int ctos(char *,short *);
/* read pos info and stop byte in char format */ 
recv (snew, &cbuf[0], 15, 0); 
stp = c b u f [14]; 
stopint = stp;
/* convert pos info from char format to short than int */ 
for(c = 0 ;c< = 6 ;+ + c )[
ct o s (scbuf[2*c],ssbuf[c]); 
ibuf[c] = sbuf[c];
]
/* printf("\n"); */ 
return 0;
}
/ f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* procedure converts two consecutive bytes (char) to a short */
/* sptr = pointer to result (short integer) */
/* cptr = pointer to first character (L S B ) to be converted */
/* the next character (MSB) is assumed to be at cptr+1 */
/ ★ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
ctos(char *cptr,short *sptr)(
short tempi,temp2;
tempi = * (cptr+1); 
tempi = tempi << 8;
/* printf("temp = %d\t",temp); */
/* needed because of the way negitive numbers are represented */ 
if((*cptr & 0x80) == 0x80)
temp2 = 128 + (*cptr & 0x7f );
else
temp2 = *cptr; 
tempi = tempi + temp2;
*sptr = tempi;
/* printf("*sptr = %d\n",*sptr); */
return 0;
}
/ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* procedure converts an short to consecutive bytes (char) */
/* sptr = pointer to short integer to be converted */
/* cptr = pointer to first character (LSB) to be saved */
/* the next character (MSB) is assumed to be at cptr+1 */
/ f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
stoc(short *sptr,char *cptr){
short temp;
temp = *sptr;
*cptr = temp & Oxff;
*(cptr+1) = (temp > > 8 )  & Oxff;
return 0;
}
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/ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* procedure gets an integer from the deneb socket */
/* without any hand shaking (cut and past from the */
/* Deneb utility "port_sock.inc) */
/a***************************************************************/
getint(int sockdsc, int *temp)
(
char t bu f [255];
if (net_readsocket(sockdsc, stbuf) != 0)
(
printf( "Leaving from bad returnval\n" ); 
net_close_socket( sockdsc ); 
e xi t (1);
]
tbuf[strlen(tbuf)-1] = NULL; 
sscanf(tbuf, "%d", temp);
return(0);
]
/* procedure sends an integer to the deneb socket */
/* without any hand shaking (cut and past from the */
/* Deneb utility "port_sock.inc) */
/a***************************************************************/
sendint(int sockdsc, int *temp)
{
char t b u f [255];
sprintf(tbuf, "%d", *temp);
if (net_writesocket( sockdsc, &tbuf) != 0)
t
printf( "Leaving from bad returnval\n" ); 
net_close_socket( sockdsc ); 
exit(1);
]
return(0);
}
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